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Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Agricultural Scenario - Likes

Answer Choices

What you like: 87.66% 135

What you like: 44.81% 69

What you dislike: 64.29% 99

What you dislike: 38.31% 59

Answered 154

Skipped 255

225 Individual Comments

Responses Categories Sub-Category

If we are talking about easing/reducing laws in regards to agritourism I am for that Agritourism

Agri-tourism opportunities Agritourism

Increased agritourism uses Agritourism

Increased Agri tourism Agritourism

The increased Agri-tourism uses through zoning helps to increase tax revenue without adding to the population. Agritourism

If it was agritourism? Agritourism

Agri-tourism Agritourism

Agri-tourism notion -- NASA comes out here to look at stars; farmers markets; camp sites; festivals; pumpkin.strawberries, etc. patches 

for picking; water recreation -- have things to attract visitors who will spend money here and live elsewhere

Agritourism 13 Agritourism

Agritourism Agritourism

More tourism Agritourism

Good for tourism cycling Agritourism

Tourism Agritourism

Agritourism opportunities Agritourism

Keeps crime low County Services

Less demand for emergency services reducing expenses County Services

Would like to see a fully paid fire/ems/police in Newport. County Services 5 County Services

Would like to see county curb side trash pickup. County Services

Parks County Services

Nothing Dislike

Fairytale Dislike

Do not like, we need businesses (in Rushmere) Dislike 5 Dislike

Nothing Dislike

not much Dislike

Improved climate change resiliency Environmental Climate Change

increased support for climate change resiliency Environmental Climate Change

awareness of needs to address climate change Environmental Climate Change

Like forest preservation Environmental Forest

Trees Environmental Forest

Nice to see all the tree stuff aren’t being chopped down for IP Environmental Forest

Preserve forest Environmental Forest

Preserving trees in Newport Environmental Forest

Potential new preservation Environmental General

no proposed reductions in environmental conservation Environmental General

Wetlands Environmental General

Keeping land in its natural state Environmental General 3 Climate Change

It preserves the natural beauty of the county, while still allowing for growth. Environmental General 5 Forest

Preserves environment Environmental General 28 Environmental 9 General

Preservation of nature Environmental General 8 Open Space

Resource conservation Environmental General 3 Wildlife

Preserves environment Environmental General

Preserving open spaces of the county Environmental Open Space

Green areas preserved Environmental Open Space

More space Environmental Open Space

Preserve large land Environmental Open Space

Keep open spaces Environmental Open Space

Responses



Preserving open land in Newport Environmental Open Space

open space Environmental Open Space

Undeveloped land Environmental Open Space

No proposed reductions in wildlife conservation Environmental Wildlife

Preserves wildlife Environmental Wildlife

preserving wild life Environmental Wildlife

This area has charm by not being overdeveloped. General Support

Like this one! General Support

Agree General Support

All of it General Support

I like this scenario General Support 10 General Support

I like this one General Support

This is my favorite option--it limits further growth. General Support

Protecting the Agricultural areas is a plus, but weren't we already doing that? General Support

If it keeps more green areas that is good; it's hard to tell General Support

Probably good for farmers/production General Support

It could be a good idea if growth continued to be slow. What happens after 2020? Growth

Less apartments to be built Growth

Not bringing in more housing developments and apartments Growth

Limits urban sprawl Growth

Slows growth Growth

Less development Growth

controls development in windsor Growth

Protect the area in Windsor and Camptown Growth 18 Growth

less commercial Growth

less industrial Growth

spread out growth Growth

Reduced development potential Growth

Slows Growth Growth

effectively using remaining designated developable land Growth

Low growth. Growth

The business growth for Windsor Growth

Low density population Growth

Minimize residential growth. Growth

Incentives to owners to promote wildlife Incentives General

I like the landowner incentives Incentives General

Makes landowners part of the solution for creating forestal districts Incentives General

Encouraging the expansion of the ag/forestal districts Incentives General

Agricultural zoning Incentives General

PACE program refunded Incentives PACE 5 General

PACE to incentivize Incentives PACE 13 Incentives 4 Pace

PACE program Incentives PACE 4 TDR

Reinstituting PACE program Incentives PACE

Transfer of Development Rights to provide landowner incentive Incentives TDR

Transfer of Development rights to provid landowner incentive Incentives TDR

Transfer of Development Rights option Incentives TDR

TDR to incentivize Incentives TDR

New infrastructure in rural areas Infrastructure

More rural infrastructure Infrastructure 3 Infrastructure

More infrastructure for rural area Infrastructure

Balance of agriculture and industry Jobs

Preservation of agriculture jobs Jobs

Agricultural jobs Jobs

Are farmers selling products in the community?  Local agricultural business? Jobs

Keeps farming as major industry Jobs 10 Jobs

Preserves Ag jobs Jobs

No jobs Jobs

Agricultural jobs preserved Jobs

Improve job opportunities Jobs

Agriculture is important, but we need to look at how the county can assist our farmers to diversify and promote alternatives such as 

more fresh vegetable farms.
Jobs



Carrsville is a farm area. Other

Carrsville is a quiet, county community. Other

This question is confusing Other

Hey someone notices that Carrsville exists in the county Other

Village Service Center remaining and becoming a focal point in the Rushmere Community and other communities alike. Other

Crooked politicians Virginia is filled with them Other

I like decreased zoning in any way Other

Same Other

That you all are at least asking for input. Other 18 Other

I like that the county seems to finally be looking to improve and expand outside the northern end Other

Concerned with cost benefit Other

Minimize development of land, particularly in Carrollton Other

Limiting new developmet will keep residential property values up Other

Keeps districts from getting too large, especially around historic sections near Main St. Other

Keeping number of districts at current level Other

Arch jobs Other

meets future needs Other

Keep very much the same Other

Preserving farmland in the county. This is the best and one of only 2 that I support. I do not want any further growth and development of 

industry, businesses, or housing. I want IOW County to remain an agricultural area with small towns. 
Preserve Agriculture

Preservation of Ag areas Preserve Agriculture

Preserves Agriculture Preserve Agriculture

Protects agricultural areas Preserve Agriculture

I like the conservation of Agriculture within the County Preserve Agriculture

protect agricultrual areas Preserve Agriculture

Concerted effort to protect agricultural areas Preserve Agriculture

THIS PLAN SEEMS TO DO OK IN CONSERVING AGRICULTURE Preserve Agriculture

I love the preservation of farm Preserve Agriculture

Preservation of agriculture Preserve Agriculture

Preserving farm lands of the county Preserve Agriculture

Agricultural preservation Preserve Agriculture

agricultural preservation areas Preserve Agriculture

Preserves agricultural areas Preserve Agriculture

Keep agriculture in please Preserve Agriculture

Keep farmland Preserve Agriculture

PRESERVATION OF AGRICULTURE Preserve Agriculture

Leave the south end for agricultural preservation Preserve Agriculture

Agriculture Preserve Agriculture

keeping the good growing areas Preserve Agriculture

I like the evaluation and preservation of agricultural land Preserve Agriculture

Identifying various types of farmlands Preserve Agriculture

increased agriculture Preserve Agriculture

Keep Hardy District agricultural Preserve Agriculture 48 Preserve Agriculture

Clearly delineates potentially protected ag areas Preserve Agriculture

Preserve soils Preserve Agriculture

Preserves Ag land Preserve Agriculture

Preserving agriculture Preserve Agriculture

Preserving land Preserve Agriculture

Maintain present areas zoned agrictulture as it fits with out county's vision, needs and economy. Preserve Agriculture

Attempt to preserve agricultural Preserve Agriculture

Preserving farm lands Preserve Agriculture

Keep as much Ag as possible Preserve Agriculture

Keep the ag area in our Southern end as is Preserve Agriculture

Preserving agriculture in this county should be a priority Preserve Agriculture

Preserving prime farmland Preserve Agriculture

Agricultural lands kept from development Preserve Agriculture

Preserves/enhances agriculture Preserve Agriculture

Agricultural preservation Preserve Agriculture

Preserve farmland Preserve Agriculture

Preserve + enhance agriculture Preserve Agriculture

More Ag Preserve Agriculture



Preserves agricultural nature of this county. Preserve Agriculture

protecting agricultural areas and interests Preserve Agriculture

Promoting agriculture Preserve Agriculture

I like preserving the farmland Preserve Agriculture

It appears to protect farmland Preserve Agriculture

Preservation of land Preserve Agriculture

Reducing subdivision opportunities in rural areas Reduce Rural Subdivision

reduced subdivision opportunities in rural areas Reduce Rural Subdivision

Reduced subdivison opportunities in rural areas to protect the country small town feel. Reduce Rural Subdivision

Reduced subdivision opportunities Reduce Rural Subdivision

Reduced subdivision in rural areas Reduce Rural Subdivision

reducing subdivision opportunities Reduce Rural Subdivision

Reduced subdivisions in rural areas Reduce Rural Subdivision 13 Reduce Rural Subdivision

Keep developments clustered rather than scattered amongst the rural areas Reduce Rural Subdivision

Reduced subdivision opportunities in rural areas Reduce Rural Subdivision

reduced subdivision ops in rural areas Reduce Rural Subdivision

reduced subdivision opportunities Reduce Rural Subdivision

Reduced Subdivision opportunities in rural areas Reduce Rural Subdivision

Prevent development pressure in rural areas Reduce Rural Subdivision

Longview area preservation Rural Character

GOOD PRESERVATION IN CAMPTOWN DISTRICT Rural Character

Helps preserves traditional core value of county Rural Character

Preservation of way of life Rural Character

Isle of Wight "roots" are agricultural in nature and this scenario bolsters this heritage. Rural Character

The small town feel of IOW Rural Character

quality of life Rural Character

Preserving rural character Rural Character

Preservation of character Rural Character

Preserving rural heritage Rural Character

preserving the rural lifestyle Rural Character

Keep large areas rural. Rural Character

More rural feel Rural Character

Keep rural spaces Rural Character

Protects the rural character of the county Rural Character

Preserving rural areas Rural Character

Keeping the community as rural as possible. Rural Character 29 Rural Character

Preserves/enhance rural areas Rural Character

Open rural areas Rural Character

Keeping it rural Rural Character

Keeps rural atmosphere Rural Character

Attempt to preserve rural character Rural Character

Preserves rural character Rural Character

Rural character of our area. Rural Character

Preserves the rural look and feel! Rural Character

I like keeping the rural feel Rural Character

large tracts of rural land remain Rural Character

keeping IOW rural Rural Character

Agricultural Scenario perserve rural lands Rural Character

new schools Schools

Less students reducing expenses for new schools Schools

Less students Schools 5 Schools

Not as taxing on schools Schools

Minimal impact on schools Schools

road improvements Transportation

More rural roads but concerned with cost beneft Transportation

More rural roads Transportation

Transportation Transportation 7 Transportation

Rural road improvements Transportation

Road improvements in rural Transportation

Preserves our ag roads Transportation



Comment Category Number of Comments

Infrastructure 3

Dislike 5

County Services 5

Schools 5

Transportation 7

General Support 10

Jobs 10

Agritourism 13

Incentives 13

Reduce Rural Subdivisions 13

Growth 18

Other 18

Environmental 28

Rural Character 29

Preserve Agriculture 48

Total Comments 225

Infrastructure - 1% Dislike - 2%
County Services - 2%

Schools - 2%

Transportation - 3%

General Support - 5%

Jobs - 5%

Agritourism - 6%

Incentives - 6%

Reduce Rural 
Subdivisions - 6%

Growth - 8%Other - 8%

Environmental - 12%

Rural Character - 13%

Preserve Agriculture -
21%

Question 2 - Likes



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Agricultural Scenario - Dislikes

Answer Choices

What you like: 87.66% 135

What you like: 44.81% 69

What you dislike: 64.29% 99

What you dislike: 38.31% 59

Answered 154

Skipped 255

168 Individual Comments

Responses Categories Sub-Category

I'd be curious to see how much you actually intend on making through agri-tourism. The tourism department seems hellbent on nothing but 

alcohol festivals these days. I'll be curious what sort of manpower they actually throw at making that a viable source of income for the county 

and farm residents.

Agritourism

Agri-tourism seems to be the flavor of the day given a wide open scarnio to people to do whatever they want without controls.  Let's be careful.  

Virginia seems to want to give everything away to those claiming agri-tourism as their driving force.
Agritourism 4 Agristourism

Agri-tourism Agritourism

Is agri-tourism realistic for IOW crops Agritourism

I have not heard the full plan. Seems good General No Negatives

Nothing General No Negatives

None General No Negatives

Nothing General No Negatives

None General No Negatives

Nothing that I can tell General No Negatives 9 No Negatives

Nothing General No Negatives 16 General 3 Overly Agricultural

none General No Negatives 4 Unrealistic

None General No Negatives

Sole focus on agricultural preservation General Overly Agricultural

We don't need more agricultural land General Overly Agricultural

too much emphasis on agricultural General Overly Agricultural

Not realistic General Unrealistic

I feel that given our proximity to cities this is unrealistic.  We are a convenient alternative to Southampton and Sussex can do this. General Unrealistic

Not logical, though keeping Isle of Wight protected is good. General Unrealistic

I don't see this scenario as realistic.  The county population continues to grow and slowing population growth doesn't seem compatible in this 

scenario.
General Unrealistic

Doesn't Stop Population Growth Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

Too many new housing units in the plans Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

The thought of heavily developed area or any kind Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

we are developing to much, we are losing what we are about, small county, i grew up here the changes i have seen are terrible,  there is no 

were for the wild life to go, the ragged island is not enough land for them, we keep taking from them and the people that grew up here just for 

money, if they want to have such a growth, go back to the cities.   

Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

Development Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

rapiad growth with no thought process Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

The amount of apartments, condos, town homesneighborhoods Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

Mixed use benns grant area Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

Suburban Residential Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

More housing are disliked Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

More Suburban Residential Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

Concentrates commercial development along 17; it's already too crowded Growth Newport DSD 11 Doesn't Stop Growth

Too much mixed use near Benn's Grant Growth Newport DSD 29 Growth 6 Newport DSD

Large areas opened for development in Benns Church and Carrollton. Growth Newport DSD 3 Other

I think the growth area around Carrollton has been extended too far in some areas. Growth Newport DSD 9 Stops Growth

Still places too much emphasis on over-developing Carrollton Growth Newport DSD

It seems unfair to the Newport District; too much business on one area Growth Newport DSD

No benefit to DSDs Growth Other

Selling farm for houses Growth Other

Less industrial space, most residents want rural living and are willing to commute to work in major metropolitan areas. Growth Other

Stunts growth Growth Stops Growth

We would be neglecting the real growth sector of the northern end of the county. Growth Stops Growth

Responses



Not practical based on anticipated growth Growth Stops Growth

No opportunity for some limited growth. Growth Stops Growth

Would limit growth in already established development areas Growth Stops Growth

Less development potential Growth Stops Growth

I think we may be too conservative in our DSD's Growth Stops Growth

Less housing Growth Stops Growth

Less residential Growth Stops Growth

Impacts the infrastructure Infrastructure

new infastructure in rural areas. You gonna make us pay for water and not use our wells?? Is that what this means? Infrastructure

the idea that this would require increased or new infrastructure. there's no reason to expect an increase significant enough to record with what 

is basically a no-growth scenario in the rural areas
Infrastructure 6 Infrastructure

Fewer utility customers (=higher costs) Infrastructure

The major impacts on infrastructure Infrastructure

We need infrastructure improvements.  Keeping it at current level is inadequate.  Infrastructure

Too little retail Lack of Commercial

Too little entertainment options Lack of Commercial

There is a lack of soft services (restrurants etc) in developed areas Lack of Commercial

Not enough businesses Lack of Commercial

lack of businesses in "designed" area, with restriction Lack of Commercial

No room for economic growth Lack of Commercial 14 Lack of Commercial

Develop to DsDs and bring in REAL commercial retail. Lack of Commercial

We need a big place to shop like Wal-Mart. Lack of Commercial

I do not want more businesses own this area. Lack of Commercial

Decreasing customer base Lack of Commercial

shopping out of area Lack of Commercial

Less commercial Lack of Commercial

Not enough entertainment Lack of Commercial

Not large enough restaurant selection Lack of Commercial

the underdevelopment of job and growth for the people to live on Limited Jobs

Too little employment opportunities Limited Jobs

Actually few jobs are available in agriculture and pay very low; Limited Jobs

Concerned that small farmers just can't earn a living Limited Jobs

Lack of diversity of jobs Limited Jobs

not enough industrial expansion opportunity Limited Jobs

Does not diversify base Limited Jobs

Does not balance need for jobs and growth in economy Limited Jobs

 Less jobs Limited Jobs

Less jobs Limited Jobs

Less potential jobs Limited Jobs

Decreasing jobs Limited Jobs

not enough business development Limited Jobs 27 Limited Jobs

it does not create needed high paying jobs Limited Jobs

Job losses Limited Jobs

No Jobs.  Limited Jobs

Lack of attraction of white collar jobs Limited Jobs

What % of IOW jobs are agricultural? Limited Jobs

Fewer jobs Limited Jobs

Less industry Limited Jobs

less potential jobs Limited Jobs

Limit Jobs Limited Jobs

Not enough area zoned for business and employment Limited Jobs

Not enough decent living wage jobs Limited Jobs

Preserving farmland will not create more jobs.  It will give into the older generations ideals.  People don't like change. Limited Jobs

Industrial Windsor areas Limited Jobs

Impacts small businesses Limited Jobs

Crooked politicians Virginia is filled with them Other

Living in Carrsville with a Franklin address Other

EVEN THOUGH THIS SEEMS TO DO OK, WHAT IS TO PREVENT FROM A CHANGE AT SHORT NOTICE, OR WITHOUT LETTING THE 

PUBLIC KNOW?
Other

Come hithers Other



Get rid of the Airway shopping center including the motel, old eagle mart and skating rink. It is an eyesore and just asking for the wrong crowd.  
Other

not 100% sure of conservation development meaning impact Other 13 Other

More to IW County than just agriculture/farming Other

Increasing "attractiveness" increases crime. Other

In this generation, fewer farming families (sons) are taking on the responsibility of farming. Other

Any rejoining of current agricultural land in the northern end of the county Other

No plan seems to take into consideration the "what ifs" of if everything was developed the way it is now zoned, the area would not be 

sustainable due to excessive traffic and a concentration of apartment housing.
Other

village centers as identified are not realistically functioning that way. would they stay and be allowed to function/grow? Other

Concered that youth will not be returning to IOW to farm Other

Impacts parks/recreation Parks & Rec.

That is means there is less support for Parks/Rec programs than current plan Parks & Rec.

less parks for children Parks & Rec.

decreased parks and programs Parks & Rec. 8 Parks & Rec.

Outside of hunting, possible loss of potential recreational opportunities Parks & Rec.

Fewer parks Parks & Rec.

Less parks Parks & Rec.

Not enough recreation Parks & Rec.

The idea that this would require increased fire/ems calls in rural areas. there's no reason to expect an increase significant enough to record with 

what is basically a no-growth scenario in the rural areas
Public Services

reductions in emergency services in some areas Public Services

Less students; equal number of schools. Public Services

DEVELOPMENT SEEMS SUPER CONCENTRATED IN THE NEWPORT DISTRICT.  WHY?  WHAT PLANS ARE THERE TO BRING IN 

SUPPORT SERVICES, I.E. EMERGENCY, POLICE, SCHOOLS, ROADS, ETC?
Public Services 9 Public Services

No mention of building newer technological schools Public Services

Schools overcrowded now Public Services

The lack of public services in Newport district.  Public Services

Impact on EMT services Public Services

Overcrowded schools Public Services

transfer of development rights to county from landowners, only changes who determines when to develop farm land, once in ag zone 

development should be off the table, no minimum size specified for ag/forestal district inclusion
Regulatory Concerns

Expansion of Ag/Forestal Districts Regulatory Concerns

please don't reinstiture PACE program as it cost the County millions and only benefits a very, very few Regulatory Concerns

"appears" unfair constraints would be on the landowner. Regulatory Concerns

An issue, possible negative, cannot tell owners what to do with their land.  Zoning to restrict, to narrowly focus growth, should be part of 

solution.  Broad perspective, there are decreased farm families, and farm equipment is not taxed.
Regulatory Concerns

Do not limit solar/wind facilities Regulatory Concerns

My concern is what do farm families do if they want to sell their land? Regulatory Concerns 13 Regulatory Concerns

Re-instituting the PACE/Transfer of Development Rights Program.  It's expensive and it doesn't accomplish anything more than the managed 

growth concept plan already in place.
Regulatory Concerns

May be limiting even for farmers who might sell area to industry such as solar farm if longterm economic stress happens (e.g. 2008) Regulatory Concerns

Creating new Ag/Forestal Districts so close to the current DSD's Regulatory Concerns

Agriculture future land use within DSDs and village centers Regulatory Concerns

I think the county should allow land owners as much freedom and independence to do what they want with their property without a gazillion 

permits 
Regulatory Concerns

I dislike any restrictions on land use Regulatory Concerns

Provides little money for increasing public services Tax Implications

Possible loss of economic flexibiltiy Tax Implications

farmers do not pay their fair in the County, so either tax like other businesses or develop the land Tax Implications

No benefit to tax payers Tax Implications

Unsure is the agricultural scenario is really beneficial to the county tax base for long-term purpose. Tax Implications 12 Tax Implications

A feel-good scenario with no viable economic growth potential Tax Implications

Reducing DSDs means higher taxes for residents Tax Implications

Taxes received from agriculture are not a significant source of funding Tax Implications

Loss of revenue for quality improvements…with limits Tax Implications

Does not address the currenlty over-priced and increasing cost of water Tax Implications

Does nothing to increase the tax dollars being kept in the county Tax Implications

Doesn’t Stop Spending Growth Tax Implications

Please address the actual traffic on 460. It’s insane. It can no longer remain the small highway that it is. Emergency vehicles can’t pass 

because of traffic and there are horrible accidents on a regular basis. If you’re going to encourage growth, you’ll need to address the dire 

condition of the road as well. 

Transportation



Does not adress traffic congestion on RT 17 near JRB Transportation

Additional lighting on dark roads Transportation

increased traffic Transportation

That is does not include any more transportation support in any area other than rural areas Transportation 10 Transportation

Let's not bring Newport News/Hampton to the county.  People move here to get away from that congestion. Transportation

Maximized use of remaining developable land in northern end may create traffic strains Transportation

Places all the traffic in specific areas that are already bad Transportation

More traffic is disliked Transportation

Road improvement Hwy 621 and cutting grass summertime Transportation

thre residental off Cedar Grove Road and north of it was adivsed it was wet lands by the county's department of zoning and now its shows 

residental, and my residenence is right now agrcultural and it will be changed, we have farm animals on our property and we are told we are 

agrcultural dont change it. 

Wetlands

Our land is all water logged and needs county aervices Wetlands

Draining of lands Wetlands 7 Wetlands

This doesn’t address the systemic flooding the area of the county gets when it rains. Wetlands

willingness to support drainage of wetlands Wetlands

alteration of wetland hydrology Wetlands

No drainage of land Wetlands

Comment Category Number of Comments

Agritourism 4

Infrastructure 6

Wetlands 7

Parks & Rec. 8

Public Services 9

Transportation 10

Tax Implications 12

Other 13

Regulatory Concerns 13

Lack of Commercial 14

General 16

Limited Jobs 27

Growth 29

Total Comments 168

Agritourism - 2% Infrastructure - 4%

Wetlands - 4%

Parks & Rec. - 5%

Public Services - 5%

Transportation - 6%

Tax Implications - 7%

Other - 8%

Regulatory Concerns - 8%Lack of Commercial - 8%

General - 10%

Limited Jobs - 16%

Growth - 17%

Question 2 - Dislikes



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Central/Southern Growth Scenario - Likes

Answer Choices

What you like: 81.56% 115

What you like: 30.50% 43

What you dislike: 65.25% 92

What you dislike: 29.79% 42

Answered 141

Skipped 268

148 Individual Comments

Responses Categories Sub-Category

Like the reconfigured Camptown DSD Central/Southern Growth Camptown DSD

Camptown development Central/Southern Growth Camptown DSD

Develop Camptown area Central/Southern Growth Camptown DSD

Enhances and incentivises development potential in the Windsor and Campton DSD's. Central/Southern Growth General

Like to see Windsor and Camptown expanded with services Central/Southern Growth General

Increased opportunity for southern IOW Central/Southern Growth General

emphasis on development in southern area Central/Southern Growth General

I like the idea of encourage growth in other areas of the County Central/Southern Growth General

encouraging growth in Windsor and Camptown districts seems ok Central/Southern Growth General

More focus on growth for Windsor and Camptown Central/Southern Growth General

We do need more growth at that end of the county Central/Southern Growth General

If you are going to increase development, Windsor and Camptown are good places for it. Central/Southern Growth General 3 Camptown DSD

Both of these areas are striving to grow and are not limited by the James River. Central/Southern Growth General 29 Central/Southern Growth 18 General

Southern development Central/Southern Growth General 8 Windsor DSD

Windsor/Carrsville has the space. Central/Southern Growth General

Emphasizes development down county Central/Southern Growth General

Providing Windsor and Camptown with some growth opportunities. Central/Southern Growth General

Growth in Windsor and Camptown Central/Southern Growth General

Recognizes need to be ready for growth in south county Central/Southern Growth General

I like the shift to encourage more growth in Southern end! Central/Southern Growth General

Allows for growth in the southern portion of the County. Central/Southern Growth General

Like the reconfigured Windsor DSD Central/Southern Growth Windsor DSD

improved opportunities esp. for the Windsor area Central/Southern Growth Windsor DSD

more realistic around windsor--no one is going toward zuni Central/Southern Growth Windsor DSD

LIKE THE SMALL AREA IN SOUTHERN WINDSOR Central/Southern Growth Windsor DSD

Yes Windsor more growth Central/Southern Growth Windsor DSD

Spreading the wealth and building up Windsor Central/Southern Growth Windsor DSD

Expansion of Windsor Central/Southern Growth Windsor DSD

Encourages growth in Windsor Central/Southern Growth Windsor DSD

Nothing Dislike

nothing Dislike

Nothing Dislike

Not much with this plan Dislike

nothing Dislike 9 Dislike

Nothing Dislike

Nothing Dislike

nothing Dislike

Nothing Dislike

Economic security for local and permanent residents. Economic Development

Industrial Park area must be developed and made user friendly.  Will bring people in to live and work and do wonders for our tax 

base.
Economic Development

More balanced growth, develop affordable housing to help utilize large investment in the industrial park Economic Development

It brings development opportunities to under developed areas. Economic Development

Increased development potential in Windsor and Camptown will help drive increased jobs Economic Development

incentives to increase business Economic Development

The fact that maybe youth will have jobs to return to once they've completed college or technical training. Economic Development 14 Economic Development

Brings more jobs, housing and schools to other parts of the county. Economic Development

Responses



job opportunities Economic Development

Good for intermodal warehousing for 460 corridor in Windsor. Economic Development

More industrial growth in Industrial Park Economic Development

Spreads economic growth across county Economic Development

Economic development Economic Development

Help makes housing available for the Intermodal Park and Windsor Economic Development

Want to encourage growth. Encourage Growth

I like encouraging development Encourage Growth

encourage growth Encourage Growth 5 Encourage Growth

increased development potential Encourage Growth

encourages moderate growth & development Encourage Growth

Shifting growth to other parts of county General

Revise land use DSD shape at Windsor and Camptown General

Great potential for growth in these areas. General

I like that the growth is considered for the other areas. General

Distributes growth in the county General

Good to have other downtown or business centers throughout the county General

Focus on growing rural agriculture areas General

This looks promising. General

Yes, a County Center General

Conservation in Camptown General

NEUTRAL General

There is certainly enough land to support development, whether it is commercial or residential General 26 General

Could more evenly distribute population and growth. General

They have areas to develop, but not to overdevelop General

Reshaping districts General

future land use conversion General

Increased residential options General

Tweak current DSDs to fit "reality" of the economy and desired lifestyles.  Encourage this development vs the Newport DSD.
General

This could work for the county General

Focuses on areas currently underserved. General

Trying to grow those districts. General

Increases residential and more service General

AREA IN CAMPTOWN DISTRICT AT THE EDGE OF NEIGHBORING COUNTY INSTEAD OF IN THE MIDDLE. General

largely retains current levels of environ. & wildlife protection General

Revision of land usage General

More county utility customers General

county rezoning of property to encourage development Incentives

county rezoning of property Incentives

rezoning to encourage development wher demand needed Incentives 6 Incentives

develop incentives to create market demand Incentives

incentives program to shift demand south in the county Incentives

Developing incentives to create market demand, which entices growth. Incentives

Increased infrastructure focus and development potential Infrastructure

Infrastructure improvements Infrastructure

More roads and infrastructure in Windsor DSD Infrastructure

Adds water/sewer infrastructure to Windsor area Infrastructure

Improved water and sewer Infrastructure

County commitment to prioritize these DSD's for investment in utility and transportation infrastructure to spur development.
Infrastructure 12 Infrastructure

water and sewer services to Windsor & Camptown districts Infrastructure

improved water and sewer to Windsor Infrastructure

Infrastructure and road improvements Infrastructure

Utilities where needed Infrastructure

Sewer upgrades in Windsor could be done by HRSD (Give it to them just like Surry) Infrastructure

New infrastructure Infrastructure

I don't think I know enough about this Other

It is consistent with early plans and may be less costly to implement. Other

Potential Higher property value Other



Agricultural Other

They want it Other

I'm in Smithfield so if they want gowth - OK Other

It's at least all together Other

Emergency services Other 15 Other

I do not want to live in Hampton, current plan for Carrollton DSD would make us Mercury Blvd West Other

Convert future land for farms Other

I like the fact that the growth of the County is seen in this which is an important lens. We must grow. 30 Years ago, i would have 

said NO WAY, but then again I would not be utilizing a computer to give input either. 
Other

Developers are good, but they really need to be kept in check.  They care only of profits and care less about the welfare of 

citizens and the county itself.
Other

Agricultural Other

Parks Other

I have not heard the entire plan Other

Spreading some development away from Carrollton & Smithfield Reduced Newport Growth

Spread out the growth in other parts of county. Newport District already too crowded. Reduced Newport Growth

Restricting growth in northern part of county Reduced Newport Growth

lessens growth within Newport DSD Reduced Newport Growth

Takes the pressure of constant development off of the northern part of the county. Reduced Newport Growth

Moves growth away from Newport District Reduced Newport Growth

Some growth (controlled), so that Carrollton doesn't explode! Reduced Newport Growth

Economic development and growth in areas other than Newport district Reduced Newport Growth

Encourage growth away from Newport area Reduced Newport Growth

Preserve trees, wildlife, wetlands protection, forest protect, protects Newport from more development. Reduced Newport Growth

converts Newport future uses to rual use Reduced Newport Growth 23 Reduced Newport Growth

To stop developing Newport and start building into Camptown/Windsor Reduced Newport Growth

In Newport, converting future land uses to Rural Agricultural Reduced Newport Growth

Gets development away from traffic choke point at JRB Reduced Newport Growth

Preservation of some rural property in Newport DSD Reduced Newport Growth

relieves northern pressure Reduced Newport Growth

conservation of properties not already converted in Newport district.  Way too much growth there. We do not need to be NN
Reduced Newport Growth

controlling growth in Newport will maintain the "visual" of the rural character that everyone keeps moving here for.
Reduced Newport Growth

The reduction of more growth in Newport Development Service District Reduced Newport Growth

We don't need more development in the north end of the county. Reduced Newport Growth

Decrease growth in Newport. Reduced Newport Growth

Little to no change in Carrollton area Reduced Newport Growth

More rural/Ag land use in northern Reduced Newport Growth

More schools Schools

Shifting growth to the 2 other hubs may help alleviate Newport school population issues Schools

More schools Schools 5 Schools

Moves population growth to balance IoW and its schools Schools

More schools needed Schools

Need a 4-lane roadway connecting the Newport DSD with the Windsor DSD Transportation

road improvements - especially need more lighting Transportation 4 Transportation

Need to design traffic patterns to move big rigs out of center of towns Transportation

Road improvements to 258 Transportation

Transportation - 3%Question 3 - Likes



Comment Category Number of Comments

Transportation 4

Encourage Growth 5

Schools 5

Incentives 6

Dislike 9

Infrastructure 12

Economic Development 14

Other 15

Reduced Newport Growth 23

General 26

Central/Southern Growth 29

Total Comments 148

Transportation - 3%

Encourage Growth - 3%

Schools - 3%

Incentives - 4%

Dislike - 6%

Infrastructure - 8%

Economic Development - 9%

Other - 10%
Reduced Newport Growth -

16%

General - 18%

Central/Southern Growth -
20%

Question 3 - Likes



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Central/Southern Growth Scenario - Dislikes

Answer Choices

What you like: 81.56% 115

What you like: 30.50% 43

What you dislike: 65.25% 92

What you dislike: 29.79% 42

Answered 141

Skipped 268

131 Individual Comments

Responses Categories Sub-Category

Less improved parks in Newport County Services

Amount of emergency calls County Services

requires more active management by IOW than perhaps current IOW budgets & personnel can provide County Services

Increase in crime County Services 7 County Services

I want all areas to have parks and programs!! County Services

crime coming to IOW County Services

More crime coming to to IOW County Services

Fear growth without intermodal jobs will fail.  Suffolk jobs not enough. Economic Development

Less Commercial Space (I want to shop local!!) Economic Development

Less commercial and industry space Economic Development 6 Economic Development

Less commercial and industrial space therefore smaller tax base relying on residential customers. Economic Development

Provide more job opportunities Economic Development

No more jobs Economic Development

by providing or enhancing transportation, opens door to future decisions to promote additional growth and incrementally encroach 

on priority areas for agriculture & natural resource conservation
Environmental

If left agriculture area no hope to relieve flooding of our land Environmental

Less of a "rural" atmosphere Environmental

No drainage Environmental 8 Environmental

Preserve some Ag and Rural Environmental Environmental

No environmental help Environmental

The environmental impact Environmental

Removal of beautiful wooded areas to put in apartments. Environmental

Incentives return on investment General Cost Implications

Doesnt Slow Spending Growth General Cost Implications

money could be better spent elsewhere to develop potential tourism and recreation opportunities General Cost Implications

trying to increase market demand in central area General Creating Demand

Trying to create demand General Creating Demand

County rezoning of peroperty to encouraging  development where demand is not currently present General Creating Demand

Everything General Dislike

this scenario General Dislike 3 Cost Implications

No, no and no. I like my well water, thank you. General Dislike 3 Creating Demand

none General Like 21 General 3 Dislike

None General Like 3 Like

None General Like 3 Lost proffer

loss of proffers for needed county-wide infrastructure improvements General Lost Proffers 3 Other

loss of proffers and infrastructure by developers General Lost Proffers 3 Windsor

loss of proffers and improvements due to rezoning General Lost Proffers

Limits where greatest housing demands/needs will be General Other

Creates an unbalanced county with heavy congestion in these growth areas General Other

Doesn't address smart growth in north General Other

Concentrate on Windsor area, southern end can't compete with Southampton. General Windsor

Windsor development General Windsor

Lack of multi use over west of town toward Zuni General Windsor

Northern county has way too much growth. There should be NO more approvals for new development. Growth Newport Growth

doesnt bound growth in Carrollton enough Growth Newport Growth

Responses



doesnt bound Smithfield expansion enough Growth Newport Growth

Newport District crowding Growth Newport Growth

Solve the existing problem - county STOP develop Newport district - it CAN BE CONTROLLED - do not build it. Growth Newport Growth

All the overdevelopment in and around Carroltton / Carrisbrooke Growth Newport Growth

More people Growth Too Much Growth

I want less homes Growth Too Much Growth

Too much growth Growth Too Much Growth 6 Newport Growth

Increased development Growth Too Much Growth 26 Growth 13 Too much Growth

more residential units. how likely is it more schools will be built and how soon? Growth Too Much Growth 3 Type of Development

Development Growth Too Much Growth 4 Windsor Growth

Growth with housing the schools are already full Growth Too Much Growth

Increased housing developments Growth Too Much Growth

Doesn't Stop Population Growth Growth Too Much Growth

Looks like too much development in this plan Growth Too Much Growth

Broadens sprawl Growth Too Much Growth

stop the growth, rezoning is making it worse, Growth Too Much Growth

Rezoning IOW County to look like a city! Growth Too Much Growth

Suburban Residential Growth Type of Development

Strip malls. Growth Type of Development

Suburban Residential Growth Type of Development

to much residential expansion in windsor Growth Windsor Growth

Too much residential build up in windsor Growth Windsor Growth

I question if this something that the residents of Windsor want Growth Windsor Growth

Windsor cant take much more. Growth Windsor Growth

Increased cost of infrastructure. Infrastructure

Added expense for infrastructure to Windsor area Infrastructure

Is the infrastructure available for this significant growth?  If so, this would be awesome. Infrastructure

Requires large infrastructure upgrades, especially in and around Windsor - roads and schools Infrastructure

Potential costly infrastructure improvements Infrastructure 10 Infrastructure

Cost for extension of infrastructure will be high. Infrastructure

Shifts growth to area that has greatest infrastructure needs Infrastructure

Does not address high, and increasing, price of water Infrastructure

New infrastructure Infrastructure

IF THERE WILL BE "IMPROVED" WATER AND SEWER SERVICES, THAT WILL MEAN BILLS WILL GO UP.  RESIDENTS NEED TO BE MADE 

AWARE.
Infrastructure

don't think I know enough about this Other General

not sure. Other General

These areas should not be labeled as speed traps Other General

This scenario really demands serious scrutiny/analyzing Other General

Resouces are being considered and shifted there while neglecting to hear the needs of the Native residents in the Rushmere-Hardy 

service district.
Other General

Not happening fast enough. Other General

"Develop incentives" is extremely vague. Other General 13 Other

Not very familiar with these areas, live in Benn's Church area. Other General

Everyone moves to Carrollton instead! Other General

Southern area residents may oppose development once it begins Other General

It's unclear what kind of growth is being encouraged in the central and southern areas of the county Other General

Windsor and Camptown need a better town image Other General

Windsor is flat, and has issues as it is with utlities.  The only party who has to gain from this, is the Town of Windsor.
Other General

Downgrading the development potential of the Newport DSD by changing the land use designations to RAC. Reduced Newport DSD

loss of emphasis on Newport Dev. District Reduced Newport DSD

Shutting down the most desireable (northern) development areas may send a bad message to commercial interests
Reduced Newport DSD

Limiting potenital growth of Newport District is not the answer Reduced Newport DSD

Careful not to over-invest in areas that may have limited job potential at the expense of other more thriving areas like Newport 

Development District
Reduced Newport DSD

Ignoring Newport? Reduced Newport DSD



Development spreading outside main road arteries.  We need to Keep development along routes 10, 17 and Brewers Neck.  
Reduced Newport DSD 14 Reduced Newport DSD

Reducing Newport DSD is an unnecessary trade-off Reduced Newport DSD

Shifting development from the Newport district. Reduced Newport DSD

Limits Carrolton Reduced Newport DSD

Promoting the other DSD's by strangling the growth of the Newport DSD; all three have different markets that should be able to 

stand independently of each other.
Reduced Newport DSD

Takes away resources from areas already developing Reduced Newport DSD

limiting areas of the county most desireable from a business perspective Reduced Newport DSD

It looks like this would put too much growth in Windsor, like Newport now suffers Reduced Newport DSD

I would not like redistricting schools where students would have to travel a long time. Schools

More people is more schools etc. with inadequate tax base Schools

The negative impact it will have to the school systems, if no plan is in place to counteract the growth. Schools

The number of new students this will bring Schools

Impact on number of schools and students Schools 10 Schools

May need additional taxes to fund additional schools Schools

Potential for increased taxes due to new schools Schools

More schools and other infrastructure (i.e. more money) would need to be implemented. Schools

How much our tax dollars are costing us for these studies, no mention of updating schools. Schools

Increases in schools without increases in jobs Schools

Road improvements would need to be made, hopefully without impacting farmland being used. Transportation

Developing demand for growth in other areas of the county without first addressing transportation infrastructure needs in the 

northern part of the county will create traffic issues for those living in the northern part of the county
Transportation

Does not addresss traffic congestion on RT 17 near JRB Transportation

The amount of traffic this will bring Transportation

Road improvement cutting grass in the summer Transportation 9 Transportation

Additional lighting on dark roads Transportation

460 downtown disturbances Transportation

Transportation is such an issue. Transportation

More traffic coming to IOW Transportation

Is this realistic? Unrealistic

Realistically, I do not believe Windsor has infrastructure to support growth of any magnitude. Unrealistic

nothing is happening in carrsville to make that a reality Unrealistic

Not obtainable - how to move growth - too far away.  People will not go. Unrealistic 7 Unrealistic

People don't want to be there, lack of services/growth and transportation. Unrealistic

It would seem the northern end would be more desired for growth? Unrealistic

People are not going to move to Camptown or Windsor.  The natural progression is flow between Northern Suffolk and Newport 

News. 
Unrealistic

Comment Category Number of Comments

Economic Development 6

County Services 7

Unrealistic 7

Environmental 8

Transportation 9

Infrastructure 10

Schools 10

Other 13

Reduced Newport DSD 14

General 21

Growth 26

Total Comments 131

Economic Development - 4%

County Services - 5%

Unrealistic - 5%

Environmental - 6%

Transportation - 7%

Infrastructure - 8%

Reduced Newport DSD
- 11%

General - 16%

Growth - 20%Question 3 - Dislikes



Infrastructure - 8%

Schools - 8%Other - 10%

- 11%



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Economic Development Scenario - Likes

Answer Choices

What you like: 80.92% 106

What you like: 31.30% 41

What you dislike: 74.05% 97

What you dislike: 38.93% 51

Answered 131

Skipped 278

147 Individual Comments

Responses Categories Sub-Category

Nothing Dislikes the Plan

Nothing. Preserving farmland in the county is the most important. I do not want any further growth and development of 

industry, businesses, or housing. I want IOW County to remain an agricultural area with small towns.

Dislikes the Plan

nothing Dislikes the Plan

Nothing Dislikes the Plan

Nothing in this plan Dislikes the Plan

not much of this.  I'll pay my taxes to help keep it rural! Dislikes the Plan

Nothing Dislikes the Plan

None of this is liked. Dislikes the Plan 17 Dislikes the Plan

None Dislikes the Plan

Not much - construction of Industrial Park can be, must be done in nearly every scenario Dislikes the Plan

Nothing Dislikes the Plan

Not much. Depends on how you define "Commercial". If that is another strip mall, we have enough. You have an industrial park 

that has failed miserably. 
Dislikes the Plan

Nothing Dislikes the Plan

Nothing Dislikes the Plan

Nothing Dislikes the Plan

Nothing Dislikes the Plan

Not much Dislikes the Plan

New commercial areas Economic Development Amenities

Creating new commercial areas Economic Development Amenities

I like the idea of being able to shop or eat at a good resturant in County versus having to go to Newport News or Harborview.
Economic Development Amenities

Potential lifestyle amenities increased but must be done correctly Economic Development Amenities

Adding more amenities for citizens is a plus. This helps in tax base diversification as jobs are created so is economic growth.  
Economic Development Amenities

Mixed use area as there is need for hotel, restaurants, town/condos housing. Economic Development Amenities

accommodates economic growth Economic Development General

Economic development in multiple locations Economic Development General 19 Economic Development 6 Amenities

increase opportunities for all development types Economic Development General 13 General

Business that will help build a community in lower population of the county Economic Development General

Expands opportunities for development throughout county Economic Development General

Expands Op by providing more land use for business Economic Development General

Spreads economic opportunity throughout the County Economic Development General

more likely to bring economic activity to IOW Economic Development General

Identifies even with the scenario not being adopted target areas to show prospects Economic Development General

If we are going to continue to grow, we need more businesses. Economic Development General

Gives more options for economic development Economic Development General

Revising the land use to accommodate industrial growth. Economic Development General

More commercial and industry space Economic Development General

It is addressing areas in the county where demand exists.  Focused Growth

Keeps development in the high traffic areas of the county Focused Growth

Reshaping of development districts Focused Growth

Follow (but control) the natural pathway of development Focused Growth

expanding service districts Focused Growth 9 Focused Growth

Takes advantage of geographic proximity to NN/Hampton Focused Growth

controlled growth Focused Growth

Responses



relies on active management by IOW to ensure "smart" growth and preservation of values that are certain to conflict with 

economic growth at times
Focused Growth

Increased opportunity for all development - hopefully within currently developed areas Focused Growth

THE best future plan - high paying jobs for County residents General Support

Good in theory General Support 3 General Support

Of the growth options this one is the most appealing to me General Support

Creates more infrastructure investment in the DSD's which will hopefully be taken on by the County. Infrastructure

Infrastructure improvements Infrastructure 4 Infrastructure

water Infrastructure

Infrastructure upgrades especially south Infrastructure

I like private sector jobs with no government involvement Jobs

job creations Jobs

More jobs need to be brought into IOW county, but not service jobs (i.e. low paying). More professional jobs are needed.
Jobs

I like the potential increase in jobs. Jobs

controlled growth jobs Jobs

Businesses bring jobs and more amenities for those that live here Jobs

This looks promising, but only if you can provide what new companies this could attract, what sort of education / skills these 

incoming jobs require, and what the average salary would be. 
Jobs

Brings jobs and opportunity Jobs

Perhaps would create more jobs and hopefully sustainable long term employment Jobs

Economic development can create jobs, taxes, etc. Jobs

More jobs for the younger population. Jobs 23 Jobs

Consider green energy businesses, consulting firms, environmental interest organizations; or can we identify a niche industry?
Jobs

More pontential total jobs Jobs

New jobs coming to our area. Jobs

More jobs Jobs

More businesses = more jobs Jobs

Adding more jobs into the County is important! Jobs

More workers coming here is good. Jobs

expansion of job base Jobs

Local jobs will naturally add to taxes collected if more people live and work here Jobs

Job creation Jobs

Improve job opportunities Jobs

Employ more locals in growth Jobs

Let the folks in Windsor and Camptown have development if they want it. Location Specific

I would like to see development spreaded more evenly throughout the county.  Carrollton has become  a bedroom for Newport 

and Hampton area.  The roads are too congested now.
Location Specific

emphasis on development in southern areas Location Specific 6 Location Specific

need to continue to expand bandwidth for internet and cell service throughout the county, especially in the southern end of 

county
Location Specific

Heavy Economic Development Growth is not proposed for Rushmere and the Hardy District area.  Location Specific

Keeping it out of the Hardy District Location Specific

The increase in development in the Newport DSD means that more services are available (like parks/rec, emergency,schools)
Other County Services

Emergency services Other County Services

More workforce housing Other Housing

Workforce housing Other Housing

Possibility for some problem resolutions Other Other

Good to see ED weigh in and validate growth potential Other Other 2 County Services

Need more details Other Other 13 Other 2 Housing

Growth Other Other 9 Other

Best growth potential Other Other

Preserving wildlife Other Other

Very important to keep. Other Other

Perhaps there needs to be more to encourage future growth. Other Other

Could bring new people to the community Other Other

I would like to see more green space Parks/Open Space

I would like for more green space Parks/Open Space

That there would be more parks in Windsor Parks/Open Space 6 Parks/Open Space

New/Improved parks and recreation in Windsor and Camptown Parks/Open Space



Improved parks and programs Parks/Open Space

Improved parks and programs Parks/Open Space

higher densities east of route 10 in newport. That's where we should keep the people at. Route 10

Traffic.  Route 10 best choice Route 10

Moves development down Route 10 Route 10

Expand Newport Development along route 10 to inclue the IOW Industrial park.  Do not encourage businesses on other side 

roads.  Keep it on route 10
Route 10

Expanding Newport Development along route 10 Route 10 11 Route 10

OK Route 10 development Industrial Park Bradby Park Route 10

increased commercial/industrial along 32 Route 10

Expansion of Newport DSD-more job options for youth as well as adults Route 10

Newport development expansion on 10 to IOW industrial park Route 10

Creating possible industrial area for growth. Route 10

the minor addition of industrial zone along Rt 10 from Benn’s Grand toward the industrial park seems good, realizing this may 

stay in farmland anyhow
Route 10

Will accommodate most students Schools

More students for the younger population. Schools

More schools to accommodate additional families Schools 5 Schools

More schools Schools

More schools required Schools

I like the idea of commercial growth to off set tax base. Tax Benefits

We need to allow more businesses in the county to offset taxes on residents Tax Benefits

possible non-residential tax base increase Tax Benefits

Greater tax base (more jobs and residents) Tax Benefits

Additional revenue Tax Benefits

Should hold down residential taxes Tax Benefits 10 Tax Benefits

As our positions and finances allow, seek business and industry to establish themselves in Isle of Wight. This offsets need to 

increase taxes on house-owners.
Tax Benefits

relieves tax burden Tax Benefits

It will increase tax-revenue for the County. Tax Benefits

commercial growth to pay for needed County services and infrastructure Tax Benefits

ROAD IMPROVEMENTS TO 258. Transportation

Need a good highway connection between the resident workers in the Newport DSD to access employment in Windsor DSD.
Transportation

ROAD IMPROVEMENTS IN RURAL AREAS. Transportation 6 Transportation

Improvements to major roads Transportation

Improve Roads Transportation

Improve 258. Transportation

Like the reconfigured Windsor DSD Windsor DSD

Love the work on growing forgotten Windsor area Windsor DSD

the south bypass from 460 to the industrial park southeast of Windsor also seems good. Windsor DSD

Spreading economic into Windsor, so "Newport" doesn’t bear all the burden Windsor DSD

A central industrial district (Windsor area) is appealing Windsor DSD

Reconfigure Windsor development Windsor DSD

Construction of an Industrial Park Road to bring jobs to the are. Windsor DSD

less residential expansion in windsor Windsor DSD 15 Windsor DSD

Windsor development Windsor DSD

The Windsor plan to use the industrial park we have already invested in!!!! Windsor DSD

Expand industry, plenty of room in the industrial park in Windsor Windsor DSD

Liked the mixed use plan for Windsor. Windsor DSD

Creates more developable area and intensive land uses in the Windsor DSD to help reclaim some of the commercial and housing 

market from Suffolk.
Windsor DSD

Improves Windsor DSD Windsor DSD

Creating more mixed use in the Windsor area Windsor DSD



Comment Category Number of Comments

General Support 3

Infrastructure 4

Schools 5

Parks/Open Space 6

Transportation 6

Location Specific 6

Focused Growth 9

Tax Benefits 10

Route 10 11

Other 13

Windsor DSD 15

Dislikes the Plan 17

Economic Development 19

Jobs 23

Total Comments 147

General Support - 2%

Infrastructure - 3%

Schools - 3%

Parks/Open Space - 4%

Transportation - 4%

Location Specific - 4%

Focused Growth - 6%

Tax Benefits - 7%

Route 10 - 7%

Other - 9%Windsor DSD - 10%

Dislikes the Plan - 12%

Economic 
Development - 13%

Jobs - 16%

Question 4 - Likes



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Economic Development Scenario - Dislikes

Answer Choices

What you like: 106

What you like: 41

What you dislike: 97

What you dislike: 51

131

278

148 Individual Comments

Responses Categories Sub-Category

I dislike already high taxes from multiple levels of government Cost

seems like a lot of investment in a more remote part of the county that is unlikely to experience significant growth 

that would benefit the county. seems it would just cost us more
Cost

That all Economic Development monies are disproportionately distributed among the County's Districts.  Funds 

should be available according to the industry needs of those individual service districts.  A minimum of 25% of the 

County's Economic Development budget should be allocated for each appropriate area to create leveraging 

opportunities with existing businesses and organizations. 

Cost 6 Cost

Doesnt Slow Spending Growth Cost

Non-residential tax growth is absolutely paramount. Cost

We need to understand from a cost point how much these plans would cost in infrastructure in sustaining. 
Cost

don't want low income jobs scattered throughout Economic Development General

Concern that the internet, federal express will undermine traditional economic development Economic Development General

It exists/Economic Development Economic Development General

Appreciate ED's optimism, but this will be a tough scenario to sell Economic Development General

Jobs not happening fast enough. Economic Development General

not actively recruiting companies Economic Development General

Focus more on telework options for residents, development of data infrstructure Economic Development General

Too much focus on industrial uses generally Economic Development Industrial 7 General

It's not clear what kind of industrial development is being solicited and what the impact would be to current 

residents
Economic Development Industrial 19 Economic Development 6 Industrial

Windsor Park has been underoccupied for years Economic Development Industrial 6 Retail

Question if we want three industrial areas in Isle of Wight Economic Development Industrial

Keep you industries in one area, IE industrial park. Again, re-examine that and address the issues that have 

affected its failure. 
Economic Development Industrial

focus on industry instead of retail Economic Development Industrial

We do not need more strip malls that provide few jobs. Economic Development Retail

No more Dollar Generals or Dollar Trees. It cheapens the area. Economic Development Retail

lack of coherent plan for type of retail expansion--ie no more Dollar stores! Economic Development Retail

Quit bringing in dollar generals and thrift stores Economic Development Retail

Need to re-think retail development in rural areas. Economic Development Retail

We need a Lowes and large box type store in Smithfield Economic Development Retail

INEVITABLE MORE EMERGENCY CALLS WHEN WE DON'T HAVE ENOUGH RESPONDERS Emergency Services

Impact on housing, schools, EMT services Emergency Services

I can't say i don't like; however am concerned, this develpment may have on our emergency services capabilities
Emergency Services 4 Emergency Services

The greater strain on Emergency services. Emergency Services

Loss of green space Environmental

not enough ag and forest preservation Environmental

Loss of Agriculture Environmental

No preservation of wildlife. Environmental

Doesn't look good for argriculture and environment Environmental

No environmental advances Environmental

I do not like the Climate Change component. I am not an advocate for tree hugging and I think that this mindset 

has crippled several County plans in times past. We have seen Bats? Tree Frogs? and other species that people 

have "claimed" to see but we have had no real proof and as a result development stops and road options fail 

because someone alleges that they see these things. There should be a proofing that needs to be done and not 

just people alleging anything.

Environmental 16 Environmental

The plan does not really do much in regards to ag and environment preservation Environmental



LESS AG AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.  MORE RETAIL. Environmental

Lose agricultural feels.  Sprawl development terrible for conservation of our resources. Environmental

Loss of Environment & Wildlife Environmental

Less preservation of environment/wildlife and climate change resiliency Environmental

Environmentally damaging Environmental

Negatively affects agriculture. Environmental

No preservation for environment Environmental

decreased preservation of Ag&Environment Environmental

Everything. Other Dislikes the Plan

Worst option all around & highest cost Other Dislikes the Plan

industrial areas should not be visible from main roads Other Industrial

Too much industrial in Camptown DSD Other Industrial

we can't even fill industrial we have. we do not need more. Other Industrial 2 Dislikes the Plan

Farming out rural areas for giant distribution centers.  This will not bring more businesses.  The last two the county 

has built (Shirley T and Rte 10) have not done too well
Other Industrial 4 Industrial

Developing Nike Park is INSANE. Other Location Specific 16 Other 4 Location Specific

Seems to abandon the southern DSDs Other Location Specific 2 No Dislikes

No focus on villages Other Location Specific 4 Other

There is nothing planned on the northwest part of the county (West of Courthouse Highway and North) Other Location Specific

Nothing Other No Dislikes

nothing, other than it doesn't go far enough to attract and encourage economic growth Other No Dislikes

Also, not enough info displayed to answer my questions.  Too vague of a description. Other Other

Some land uses should be changed from what is being proposed. Other Other

potential for "sprawl" Other Other

Impacts major corridors with strip development Other Other

possibility that IOW may be incapable of providing "smart" growth because of political pressures/interests & 

because of insufficient IOW budgets and personnel resources
Government

We need to strictly regulate what type of businesses are allowed in Government

Stop approval of building - zero benefit to citizens! Government 5 Government

encourages growth in IOW government without necessarily ensuring "smart" governance that will protect high 

priority values when those values conflict with economic growth
Government

No evidence of the Town of Smithfield or Windsor teaming Government

densly populated housing projects, cramming housing on small parcels of land. Housing

more "workforce" housing. we don't need more densly packed extra el cheapo delveopments.  they only serve to 

make greedy developers rich and...well, that's it.
Housing

do not allow a section 8 housing project, i work dealing with the the section 8 and it will drain our sherrif's 

department and fire resourses. 
Housing

Likely increase in lower income housing Housing 8 Housing

Impact on housing, schools, EMT services Housing

Separation between primary housing and job growth areas Housing

Workforce housing should not mean apartment living only.  Families want to be able to afford a home that is not 

3000+ square feet.  They want nice neighborhoods with parks and sidewalks and schools that are close by. 

Housing

More houses Housing

High cost of infrastructure Infrastructure

Expands growth in area that has limited infrastructure Infrastructure

I don't like the likely cost of infrastructure upgades Infrastructure

The utilities in a few of these areas are significantly lacking Infrastructure

Zero infrastructure to handle - do not want more houses or businesses in this end of the county! Infrastructure 10 Infrastructure

New infrastructure will add a heavy tax burdon Infrastructure

Asking rural residents currently not on city water and sewer to connect Infrastructure

Does not address current, and increasing, price of water Infrastructure

Not utilizing all of the existing facilities currently in those Service District Areas.  A plan should be put in place for 

those before expanding.  
Infrastructure

Add more service to the district Infrastructure

Increased development Limit/Stop Growth

Doesn't Stop Population Growth Limit/Stop Growth

Over-development or mixed zoning are not attractive for good residential communities. Need zoned areas to keep 

separate. 
Limit/Stop Growth

Too much growth!  This will make us Newport News!  We're getting stuck in traffic as it is now! Limit/Stop Growth

Here comes Newport News expansion too rapid. Limit/Stop Growth

Too much Suburban Residential Limit/Stop Growth



The growth, the schools are already full! Limit/Stop Growth

We need less development Limit/Stop Growth

Would not want sprawling development into rural areas. Limit/Stop Growth 17 Limit/Stop Growth

Expanding development Limit/Stop Growth

Too much residential growth Limit/Stop Growth

More people, students and tax burden on citizens Limit/Stop Growth

Too much crowd. The beauty of IOW will be gone forever. Limit/Stop Growth

DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL NEEDS TO BE SHRUNK UNLESS EQUAL SERVICES CAN BE BROUGHT IN.  

ACCORDING TO THE CHART, THERE WOULD BE EQUAL ROAD IMPROVEMENTS IN NEWPORT DISTRICT.  

NEEDS TO BE COMMENSURATE WITH AMOUNT OF BUSINESS AND RESIDENTIAL THAT WILL BE 

BROUGHT IN.

Limit/Stop Growth

we need to stop the developing so much of the land and fill the empty shops or reuse the land they are on.  
Limit/Stop Growth

Development potential Limit/Stop Growth

Changing area to urban Limit/Stop Growth

Industry does not belong in Newport district/re. your Industrial park. Newport District

Revision of Newport and Windsor DSD would be worse and potentially increase growth in Newport.  This could 

potentially turn IOW into Chesapeake.
Newport District

This is too much development in Carrollton & IOW Newport District

Don't like strip development down Route 10 towards Suffolk Newport District

Too much development in Carrollton and Benns Church. Newport District

Growth in Carrollton is being focused on as critical, but its growth is occurring naturally without force.  Forcing it to 

hurry will damage the area, perhaps irreparably.
Newport District

Potential for overcrowding, but as a Carrollton resident it doesn't bother me.  Bring it on!! Newport District

Carrollton seems to be the biggest "hit" Newport District

Do not need additional intense and industrial development in Newport DSDs Newport District

Big factory growth in Newport district Newport District 22 Newport District

Too much development in Carrollton. Little in other areas such as Hardy district. Newport District

Too much additional development near Carrollton Newport District

Increase Newport to Industrial park Newport District

Limited Newport DSD expansion around current utilities Newport District

Additional planned industry in Carrollton area Newport District

Plan places WAY to much emphasis on making Newport DSD become business Newport District

Bus/Emp along 258 backing up to Jones Creek near St Lukes Newport District

DO NOT put industrial in Newport district Newport District

Expanded Newport DSD Newport District

Mixed use could create "villages" in Newport DSD. Newport District

We need to encourage growth down Route 10. Newport District

No more workforce housing in Newport district. Newport District

Lose rural feel. Rural Character

Could become a land grab with little regard for rural character or environmental impact. Rural Character

Too much chain development can destroy character of the community. Rural Character 5 Rural Character

The increase growth for all development types as it takes away from what makes the IOW County attractive (small 

home town feel).
Rural Character

Will destroy the rural character of the county Rural Character

No mention of building new schools Schools

There would have to be increase in schools and service immediately to make this plan successful Schools 4 Schools

Impact on housing, schools, EMT services Schools

No mention of teacher jobs in these growth suggestions Schools

County should not construct industrial park, ROI is risky, traffic in the northern end and access to transpiration will 

limit opportunities for industrial growth  
Transportation

I see a lot of housing and school kids, but only a few new tic marks for road infrastructure. County barely seems to 

keep up with some of the school buildings it has now - and you want to build more?
Transportation

lack of road improvements in carrollton areas to handle heavier industrial traffic Transportation

Does not address traffic congestion on RT 17 near JRB Transportation

More traffic. Transportation

This creates more traffic, red lights, accidents Transportation

Need more road improvement in Newport DSD to make scenario happen Transportation

Higher density businesses increase traffic at northern end Transportation 15 Transportation

Bring more traffic to the area Transportation

Too much traffic. The beauty of IOW will be gone forever. Transportation

Too much traffic, redlites, crime in this scenario! Transportation



Carrollton growth is vastly encouraged, but there are no expected changes to transportation to handle the 

increases.
Transportation

HUGE need for increased public transportation options - are there ways to increase bus options?  Incentivize Uber 

and Lyft drivers?
Transportation

We already can't commute on Rt 10, Rt 17, and now will make Benns Church impassible.  We will need 4 lanes in 

each direction (look at York County along Rt 17)
Transportation

Lighting on dark roads Transportation

I don't mind the growth in windsor, but I don't think it's likely to go west down 460, it's going to spread toward 

suffolk in the east until they connect, and/or go down the 58 corridor.
Windsor District

No shopping, recreation or entertainment in Windsor. Windsor District

More in the Windsor DSD Windsor District

maybe a little too much business expansion in windsor Windsor District 6 Windsor District

Too much Sprawl, Windsor already has enough land to develop Windsor District

The Windsor DSD should build out from east to west to coincide with the current location of the utility 

infrastructure; development of intensive land uses south of the railroad appear hindered by railroad which will 

require a major overhaul and land west of the town does not have adequate depth between 460 and the railroad to 

yield more benefit than cost of extending the utilities.

Windsor District

Comment Category Number of Comments

Emergency Services 4

Schools 4

Rural Character 5

Cost 6

Windsor District 6

Housing 8

Infrastructure 10

Transportation 15

Environmental 16

Other 16

Limit/Stop Growth 17

Economic Development 19

Newport District 22

Total Comments 148

Emergency Services - 3%
Schools - 3%

Rural Character - 3%

Cost - 4%

Windsor District - 4%

Housing - 5%

Infrastructure - 7%

Transportation - 10%

Environmental - 11%Other - 11%

Limit/Stop Growth - 11%

Economic Development -
13%

Newport District - 15%

Question 4 - Dislikes



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Environmental Scenario - Likes

Answer Choices

What you like: 84.62% 110

What you like: 40.00% 52

What you dislike: 54.62% 71

What you dislike: 27.69% 36

Answered 130

Skipped 279

173 Individual Comments

Responses Categories Sub-Category

Better able to manage effects of sea rise Climate Change

Preparing for sea level rise Climate Change

looking to the future of potential sea level rise and recurrent flooding Climate Change

Supports climate change Climate Change

Environmental & climate change protection Climate Change

climate change resiliency Climate Change 10 Climate Change

I like the idea of preserving areas that place people at risk during emergencies Climate Change

I think this plan has to be incorporated above all others - sea level rise is inevitable and we're surrounded by water
Climate Change

Preservation of environment/I like that it protects the flood plain and sea level Climate Change

Climate change acknowledgment Climate Change

not much Dislikes the Plan 2 Dislikes the Plan

I do not really like anything here Dislikes the Plan

I have no opinion General Support

I have no opinion General Support

Environmental preservation General Support

More environmental protection General Support

 wetlands, wildlife, and tree preservation, is important General Support

Focus on evironmental "systems" General Support

econlogical protection General Support

The county recognizing nature and wetlands must be protected better General Support

I love the preservation and protection of the land General Support

Protecting the environment is important General Support

At least you are thinking about environmental goals. General Support

balances multiple objectives fairly, while conserving priority natural resources General Support

connecting RCAs General Support

Preserves environment and wildlife. General Support

Good intent, possible attractive in combination with growth elsewhere - in DSDs General Support

helps protect agricultural and forest land General Support

Important!  We can't lose our environment unique to IOW General Support

Hopefully all scenarios will be based on prudent environmental stewardship General Support

Creates preserves. General Support

Lots of preservation.  General Support

Keeping good preservation practices General Support

Keeping land in its natural state General Support

Keeps many of the reasons we moved to Isle of Wight 25 years ago.  Love the protection of forests, wetlands, wildlife, 

floodplains, steep slopes,
General Support 48 General

Responses



Like the preservation General Support

Protection and conservation General Support

Protect as much as possible General Support

Preserve as much unspoiled land as poss. General Support

Now is the perfect time for the county to become a model to other counties on how to be the best environmentally 

friendly county.
General Support

Good for the planet General Support

green spaces General Support

Green space allows for a healthier environment and healthier population General Support

environmental conservation should be a high priority General Support

Much more focus on environmental preservation General Support

sets constructive "tone" and sends message that multi-objective planning is critical, with all values being considered 

and traded-off fairly & equitably
General Support

No reason in this county that we can't do both - preserve the environment and wildlife as well as developing 

commercials and industrial areas.  They can co-exist if done correctly.
General Support

Protect wildlife, wetlands, trees, natural lands. General Support

It has little to no impact compared to our current land use plan. General Support

nature is important General Support

Preserves the encironment General Support

Combine increased RCA from Environment Scenario with DSD Alternative Growth Scenario and Village Scenario and 

Camptown/Windsor DSDs Economic Development Scenario with idea of self sustained (infrastructure and utilities) and 

wherever possible add in Agricultural preservation outside DSDs and villages

General Support

Decisions made with the environment the priority General Support

It's a start to begin to address the challenges. General Support

That it protects the natural resources of the county General Support

Meets anticipated growth needs General Support

Common green space General Support

Environmental conservation throughout northern and southern ends of county General Support

This is a "well-rounded" plan scenario limits indifferent growth aspects General Support

The green space option was a surprise – and interesting – perhaps in combination with a bit more development in the 

Windsor area to make the growth numbers match up in the middle of the county.
General Support

stringent requirements for building and rebuilding in vulnerable areas Incentives/Regulations

improving building requirements adds value to all of us Incentives/Regulations

TDR program to protect environmentally sensitive areas Incentives/Regulations

TDR Incentives/Regulations

conservation zoning Incentives/Regulations

stringent requirement for building in vulnerable areas, Incentives/Regulations

Required green infrastructure and environmental building design requirements. Incentives/Regulations

Environmental design requirements, additional building requirements Incentives/Regulations

Preserve forest wetlands and expands buffers at wetlands Incentives/Regulations

Our county is sound environmentally. Continue to sustain adequate regulations that do not hamper agriculture 

operations.
Incentives/Regulations 19 Incentives/Regulation

Revise land uses in all DSDs. Incentives/Regulations

Possibility of a wetlands bank for reinvestment of wetlands mitigation to occur within the County. Incentives/Regulations

stringent controls of building and rebuilding in vulnerable areas Incentives/Regulations

green infrastruture requirements Incentives/Regulations

stringent requirements in vulnerable areas Incentives/Regulations

conservation development Incentives/Regulations

Transfer of Development Rights program to protect environmental areas. Incentives/Regulations



I like the Chesapeake Watershed Incentives/Regulations

Keep regulating and do not diminish! Incentives/Regulations

Everything Likes the Plan

This is the best scenerio offered. Likes the Plan

Like it all Likes the Plan

everything in the main statement. Likes the Plan

All of it.  This plan needs to be in place so development can be done thoughfully. Likes the Plan 11 Likes the Plan

No problem with this one! Likes the Plan

All of it! Likes the Plan

I'm ok with this scenario Likes the Plan

The whole thing. More of a balance with this plan. Plus you keep rural character of county Likes the Plan

good Likes the Plan

Everything. Preserving and improving the environment are just as important as preserving farmland and keeping the 

rural way of life in tact. Preserving farmland in the county is the most important. 
Likes the Plan

I do not want any further growth and development of industry, businesses, or housing. No/Limited Growth

I want IOW County to remain an agricultural area with small towns. No/Limited Growth

Stops Population Growth No/Limited Growth

Less development!! No/Limited Growth

Preserve Carrollton from too much growth.    No/Limited Growth

Limits growth/development future use in Newport area No/Limited Growth

keeps windsor small town No/Limited Growth 15 No/Limited Growth

Limits residential building No/Limited Growth

Less Housing No/Limited Growth

Restricting potential for more people to move here No/Limited Growth

That there is no new growth No/Limited Growth

Low development potential No/Limited Growth

Promotes slower growth No/Limited Growth

The forced growth in the Carrollton area is lessened to a more natural growth level. No/Limited Growth

Controls undesired development No/Limited Growth

Maintain residential housing value Other

FEWER RESIDENTIAL UNITS EQUAL ROAD IMPROVEMENTS Other

citizens have input for growth Other

Job creation.  Other

No loss of agriculture Other

Reduced insurance liability which helps protect property owner's best interest. Other 16 Other

This seems to provide equal stress on all districts Other

Require new developments Other

Keep it in the Hardy District Other

Reduced insurance liability with new development helps everyone Other

Slows Spending Growth Other

Rebuilding vulnerable areas in Camptown Other

Allows existing infrastructure to meet future needs reducing tax burdon Other

School planning.  Work with schools to insure less impact on schools. Other

Minimal infrastructure cost Other

Reduced need for emergency services Other

More access to outdoor activities.    Parks & Rec.

Would like to see more hiking/walking trails. Parks & Rec.

More sidewalks near residential areas. Parks & Rec.

More parks. Parks & Rec. 7 Parks & Rec.

Support idea of connected greenways. Parks & Rec.



Park increases Parks & Rec.

Providing parks and ways for residents to connect with nature while preserving open space is important
Parks & Rec.

I like the idea of maitaining the beauty of our community Rural Character

Quality of life for citizens. Rural Character

This seems to preserve more rural charm than the first scenario. Rural Character

Preserves rural character Rural Character 8 Rural Character

Keeps rural beauty of county Rural Character

Helps preserve traditional character of county Rural Character

Character Rural Character

Preserves rural culture, somewhat, in Newport District Rural Character

Increased tourism Tourism

Tourism opportunity Tourism

Tourism opportunity Tourism 6 Tourism

GOOD FOR TOURISM OPPORTUNITIES. Tourism

Increased park tourism Tourism

Increased tourism opportunities Tourism

Preserving trees and forested areas instead of cutting them all down to build.  No clear cutting Tree Preservation

Protect trees, Tree Preservation

Tree preservation Tree Preservation 5 Tree Preservation

Preserving trees Tree Preservation

Tree preservation Tree Preservation

Conservation of wetlands but not to the extent shown. Wetlands Protection

Protecting marshes which keeps our areas from flooding. Wetlands Protection

Protecting our waterways and decreasing pollution Wetlands Protection

protect wetlands and our homes from floods!  Wetlands Protection

Protecting floodplains Wetlands Protection

Protects forest and wetlands Wetlands Protection

Protect floodplain. Wetlands Protection

Keep environmental conservation along waterways. Wetlands Protection 16 Wetlands Protection

Protecting wetlands is important consideration - one of several Wetlands Protection

protrction for wetlands and wild life Wetlands Protection

protecting wetlands Wetlands Protection

increased conservation of land esp wetlands along ragged island/batten bay Wetlands Protection

protecting floodplains Wetlands Protection

Protect wetlands & land Wetlands Protection

Protect our green spaces and waterways Wetlands Protection

Keeping liter far from wetlands Wetlands Protection

Focus on preserving green areas and wildlife conservation Wildlife Protection

wildlife habitats Wildlife Protection

Protects wildlife habitat. Wildlife Protection

That we are preserving the wildlife Wildlife Protection

Seeing all kinds of wildlife. Wildlife Protection 10 Wildlife Protection

Preserves wildlife Wildlife Protection

Protecting wildlife & the remainder of their homes. Wildlife Protection

Saving what is left and protecting wildlife and environment for our kids. Wildlife Protection

Impacts to wildlife habitats will be minimized.  That is what Isle of Wight has always been about. Wildlife Protection

Allows for wildlife and wetlands protected. Wildlife Protection



Comment Category Number of Comments

Dislikes the Plan 2

Tree Preservation 5

Tourism 6

Parks & Rec. 7

Rural Character 8

Climate Change 10

Wildlife Protection 10

Likes the Plan 11

No/Limited Growth 15

Other 16

Wetlands Protection 16

Incentives/Regulations 19

General 48

Total Comments 173

Dislikes the Plan - 1%

Tree Preservation - 3%

Tourism - 3%

Parks & Rec. - 4%

Rural Character - 5%

Climate Change - 6%

Wildlife Protection - 6%

Likes the Plan - 6%

No/Limited Growth - 9%Other - 9%

Wetlands Protection - 9%

Incentives/Regulations -
11%

General - 28%

Question 5 - Likes



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Environmental Scenario - Dislikes

Answer Choices

What you like: 84.62% 110

What you like: 40.00% 52

What you dislike: 54.62% 71

What you dislike: 27.69% 36

Answered 130

Skipped 279

101 Individual Responses

Responses Categories Sub-Category

Doesnt Stop Spending Growth Cost Implications Other

Limited ecomonic ROI Cost Implications Other

Does not address high price of water Cost Implications Other

COST Cost Implications Other

Not enough $ growth to support the county moving forward. Cost Implications Tax Base

No growth or increase in tax base Cost Implications Tax Base

No solid revenue increase for county Cost Implications Tax Base

Potential lack of economic growth. Cost Implications Tax Base 13 Cost Implications 4 Other

No funds for school improvements Cost Implications Tax Base 9 Tax Base

No funds for road and infrastructure improvements Cost Implications Tax Base

I am not a proponent of destroying the environment, do not misread me, I think we over do things in this regard and that adds 

astronomical costs to citizens both residential and in the commercial business sector as well.

Cost Implications Tax Base

Need to address commercial and industrial space for better tax base which this plan does not do Cost Implications Tax Base

The County is filled with wetlands and to try to preserve them all would be counterproductive to economic development.
Cost Implications Tax Base

Emergency calls County Services

Tourism opportunity County Services

Less students County Services 6 County Services

No mention of new schools or better technology for them County Services

Infrastructure repair too stagnant County Services

Given already approved housing starts, emergency services will not be less County Services

Most of these sensitive areas are already protected by environmental/federal agencies. This doesn't really show furthering the 

goal or improvement, just not doing stuff we shouldn't be doing anyway.
General

No real clear explanation of how to achieve. General

Should be part of all other scenarios General

Too much Suburban Residential General

Idealistic, not realistic General 9 General

the potential flooding damages & dangers that other surrounding areas are experiencing General

Too much business and employment General

I like this proposal but some of the growth could happen in the areas immediately north, south and west of Windsor and along 

the Courthouse Highway corridor.
General

Less commercial and industry space General

for years we had fought the county in developing on wet lands however you like to rezone certian areas for certain projects 

inorder to make money.  It is causing people to have damage property from the wet lands not draining the way they should 

and causing foundation issues in residence costing them thousands of dollars, and it still keeps changing.

Government

There is a employee in the county that is marking everything wetlands! Its ok to cut every pine tree down but when the farmer 

goes to clear the land for farm use they cant because its marked wetlands
Government

relies on "smart" government, additional IOW budgets and personnel, and genuine regard for multi-objective planning to 

make this alternative work
Government 7 Government

We don't have the county staff to review and enforce this and the cost of them outweighs the benefits Government

too easily compromised or abused because of political pressures and interests that are likely to arise from strong interests, 

such as for economic growth or retention of current status quo, i.e., little growth scenario.
Government

Responses



Overall, we would like to see better regulation of development - "carwash, dollar store, gas station" isn't going to drive robust 

economic development - it looks anything but "planned" and cohesive
Government

Please consider mitigating light pollution when building occurs -- parking lot lighting/street lights etc.  I love being able to see 

the stars at night.
Government

Potential job losses Jobs

Less jobs Jobs

Lack of jobs Jobs 5 Jobs

it penalizes current residents - especially students with lack of real jobs in the county Jobs

Less jobs Jobs

NOT ENOUGH CONSERVATION IN NEWPORT ALONG BREWERS NECK, SURROUNDING AREA OF CARROLLTON. Newport District

Ever noticed how many Eagles fly in the Carrisbrooke area, we need to protect them. Newport District

What's already been done in Carrollton, Rt. 17 by the Rite Aid's trees were mowed down forever for ugly apts.  The view is 

awful.
Newport District

Too much of the growth is centered in Carrollton Newport District

Not enough in northern end Newport District

Very sad that new developments in Carrollton removed all trees Newport District 12 Newport District

These look all the same, we want more green public space on the Carrollton area Newport District

Still forces Newport DSD to become Hampton and Newport News Newport District

bus/emp use of land on 258 backing up to Jones Creek Newport District

Establish wildlife corridors in the Newport DSD. Newport District

Overdevelopment of Newport DSD will result in myself and most of my neighbors leaving Isle of Wight Newport District

Does not addresss traffic congestion on RT 17 near JRB Newport District

Nothing No Dislikes

Nothing No Dislikes

Nothing. No Dislikes

no dislikes No Dislikes 7 No Dislikes

I like this one. No Dislikes

Nothing No Dislikes

Nothing No Dislikes

Not enough proposed coverage for Rushmere, Hardy District area. Other

Doesn't include historical preservation of certain sites Tylers Beach, Burrells Bay, Morgarts Beach, Lawnes Creek, Ferguson's 

Wharf, etc. impacted by erosion, lack of environmental stewardship and neglect. 
Other

this is a step backwards Other

inconsistancies in building and infrastructure Other

Not enough info provided on conservation development Other 11 Other

Disregard for environmental science. Other

Claiming something is wetlands when really it is only a drainage ditch. Man made at that. Other

Any development Other

to not like the continues growth of what was to be a country living.  Came home from the hospital being born and continue to 

live here because of how the area was, you are changing it to line pockets of people that do not even live here.  stop the 

growth

Other

Paying for land that you can do nothing with. If you own some wet lands why do you need to pay taxes on it???
Other

Industry here Other

I dislike stringent requirements of any sort Over Regulation

Don't want over-regulation of businesses and homeowners Over Regulation

don't go too overboard on the "stringent" requirements and do stupid things like not let someone "camp" on their own 

personal property.  That's just plain stupid and wrong.  We are not California or Florida.
Over Regulation

Potential to go "overboard" like with landscape requirements in the past Over Regulation

Regulations sound as though they would be a pain. Over Regulation

new stringent requirements for building Over Regulation

Too restrictive on personal use of your own land Over Regulation

Same as above.  Do not limit solar/wind development Over Regulation

Use common sense for variance approval.
Over Regulation

Too restrictive to landowners Over Regulation 20 Over Regulation

Too many regulations for land owners Over Regulation

More requirements for everything Over Regulation

Could cause some current structures to have to be removed. Over Regulation



I do not like increasing areas for "climate change" too many tree huggers already. We have too many EPA and Ches Bay regs, 

and all the other foolishness that over rides common sense. 
Over Regulation

too much regulation inhibits growth Over Regulation

Often the county likes to micro-manage property owners in a way that is not based on common sense. Often they are not 

penny wise and they are pound foolish.
Over Regulation

Over regulation by "County" is a concern Over Regulation

environmental building design requirements Over Regulation

Keep government out, need less restrictions Over Regulation

restricts landowners Over Regulation

I'm concerned it may a little restrictive on development and growth Restricts Growth

Crippling growth for the wrong reasons, b/c of lack of public education on what responisble stewarship really is
Restricts Growth

The plan doesn't include specifics for how it can be done in while also allowing for development/growth Restricts Growth

Be careful not to stifle development at the expense of preserving the environment Restricts Growth

Seems similar to "no growth," must have growth Restricts Growth

Maybe too stringent for Windsor/Central/Southern growth development. Restricts Growth 11 Restricts Growth

Is does not promote slow economic growth opportunities. Restricts Growth

Doesn't permit limited growth. Restricts Growth

I know the environmental issues are important, but I'm not sure we should have it handicap growth. (tax base)
Restricts Growth

Does not allow for development which would stagnate the County's growth. Restricts Growth

Must consider expanding population, including students. Restricts Growth

Comment Category Number of Comments

Jobs 5

County Services 6

No Dislikes 7

Government 7

General 9

Other 11

Restricts Growth 11

Newport District 12

Cost Implcations 13

Over Regulation 20

Total Comments 101

Jobs - 5%

County Services - 6%

No Dislikes - 7%

Government - 7%

General - 9%

Other - 11%Restricts Growth - 11%

Newport District - 12%

Cost Implcations - 13%

Over Regulation - 19%
Question 5 - Dislikes



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Maximized DSD's Scenario - Likes

Answer Choices

What you like: 79.07% 102

What you like: 27.91% 36

What you dislike: 68.99% 89

What you dislike: 28.68% 37

Answered 129

Skipped 280

130 Individual Comments

Responses Categories Sub-Category

Good environment and Ag parks Agricultural/Environmental

minimal impact to non-service district areas which tend to be Ag&Environmental Agricultural/Environmental

Preserves agriculture Agricultural/Environmental

MORE AG/ENVIRONMENT Agricultural/Environmental

Preservation of environment/forests and wildlife Agricultural/Environmental 10 Agricultural/Environmental

Preserve wildlife Agricultural/Environmental

Preserves wildlife Agricultural/Environmental

Agriculture & environmental preservation Agricultural/Environmental

Preserves agriculture and environment and wildlife Agricultural/Environmental

increased ag and forest preservation areas Agricultural/Environmental

identify more historical significance of areas to promote tourist interest County Services

Impact on students in DSDs County Services 4 County Services

More schools for already approved housing County Services

Impact on park programs in DSDs County Services

Nothing Dislike

nothing Dislike

nothing Dislike

None Dislike

Nothing about this! Districts need to be changed. Dislike

Nothing Dislike

nothing Dislike 14 Dislike

Not a fan Dislike

Nothing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Dislike

Nothing. Anyone who lives in or near the Newport District will be screwed with this plan. Dislike

Don’t like this one either. You’re still over developing in Carrollton Dislike

(nothing!!) Dislike

Nothing Dislike

Northing. Dislike

Allowing districts to remain the same size. DSD Size Unchanged

Districts remain same size for the longest time. DSD Size Unchanged

Prevents sprawl which in itself is beneficial to the environment. DSD Size Unchanged

The 3 DSDs. Not as bad as I anticipated. DSD Size Unchanged

DSD size stays in place DSD Size Unchanged

allows districts to remain same as long as possible DSD Size Unchanged

Same districts DSD Size Unchanged

Keep boundaries the same DSD Size Unchanged

It allows the districts to remain the same size for the longest time possible. DSD Size Unchanged

Allow districts to remain the same size for the longest time DSD Size Unchanged 22 DSD Size Unchanged

Limit expansion into new areas DSD Size Unchanged

Improving what's already there DSD Size Unchanged

Keeps the dsd from growing any bigger DSD Size Unchanged

Responses



Yes, maximize existing. DSD Size Unchanged

The boundaries should stay the same.  DSD Size Unchanged

Allowing districts to remain the same size DSD Size Unchanged

No increase in size of current DSDs DSD Size Unchanged

I think this is a viable alternative to accommodating future growth needs while maintaining existing DSD boundaries
DSD Size Unchanged

Keeping Newport Disctrict the same population size DSD Size Unchanged

Preserve size of northern DSD DSD Size Unchanged

i like limiting camptown and windsor to existing  boundaries DSD Size Unchanged

Encourages smart growth management DSD Size Unchanged

managing growth to a controlled area. Focused Development

hard boundaries will preserve rural lands Focused Development

That this plan attempts to manage growth while protecting rural areas Focused Development

Development in existing areas to better utilize currently zoned areas is good Focused Development

While I could nitpick, I think this provides a nice balance. And concentrates growth in certain areas. Focused Development

I like that the growth is contained Focused Development

Keeps rural character in the rest of county Focused Development

Good to contain development within certain boundaries so it doesn't become sprawling/disconnects, etc. Focused Development

I like the potential containment of growth Focused Development 19 Focused Development

Maintain current DSDs; tweak/tighten as determined to control growth. Focused Development

managed growth Focused Development

limits sprawl Focused Development

The DSD approach seems to have worked for directing growth and development. Focused Development

Maintains development in desired areas Focused Development

managed growth Focused Development

Focused areas of growth and services Focused Development

I like controlled, limited development for IOW Focused Development

Validates the DSD strategy as sound and disciplined Focused Development

higher densities within the boundaries will improve the economy Focused Development

Agree General Support

More productive use of CIP dollars General Support

I liked this one better than the alternative growth scenario. General Support 5 General Support

Ok General Support

a good plan. General Support

Residential and expand service to areas Infrastructure

Focuses infrastructure investment Infrastructure

improved water and sewer to DSDs Infrastructure

I like the water & sewer improvements Infrastructure 8 Infrastructure

The counties water situation is a nightmare.  It would be nice to have improved facilities and more cooperation. Infrastructure

Provid Windsor with water. Infrastructure

Improved water/sewer in Windsor and Camptown Infrastructure

provide water and sewer servies to Windsor and Camptown Infrastructure

Industrial area south of Windsor. Less Industrial

Less land allocated for industry Less Industrial 3 Less Industrial

LESS SQUARE FOOTAGE INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL Less Industrial

Info shared is very vague.  Can not truly answer questions based on information shared. More Information

Don't know the boundaries More Information 5 More Information

don't think I know enough about this More Information

not sure. I prefer more conversation and less growth. More Information

Not sure More Information

facilitates some growth Other

Have more suburban growth in the Camptown district Other

It is time for Rushmere to get its own zip code separate from Smithfield for long-term economic development and 

sustainability, just as Rescue and Battery Park which are also separate from Smithfield. 
Other

Stop all the multi apts, condos, townhomes, big developments. Other



need to see more community areas to promote large activities in areas other than just Smithfield Other

Allows room for shopping "centers" Other 13 Other

As a creature of habit, i think our current plan isn't bad.  We just haven't seen its full potential.  If we could expand down the 

Route 10 corridor towards Suffolk to promote development, i think this plan works.  We are running a water line, lets take 

advatange of potential.

Other

Less development potential Other

Less costly Other

Easier to implement Other

Dollar stores - supermarkets and business provide a great tax base.  As always - right business in right location!! Other

Provides more housing Other

More residential units Other

revise land uses within existing Development Service Districts Revised Land Uses

Keeping growth within DSDs and revising land uses within them for future use Revised Land Uses

Revise land use within DSDs Revised Land Uses

more varied land uses Revised Land Uses 7 Revised Land Uses

The proposed land use changes in the Camptown DSD. Revised Land Uses

More surburban residential growth in Windsor Revised Land Uses

The proposal for more intensive land uses in the Windsor DSD. Revised Land Uses

Preserve rural areas. Rural Character

Preservation of rural areas. Rural Character

Containing growth within the DSD to preserve the rural areas. Rural Character

Tries to preserve some rural areas. Rural Character

Preserve rural areas, including Newport! Rural Character

higher densities within the boundaries will reduce pressure outside of the boundaries Rural Character

preserved rural areas Rural Character

Preserve rural area Rural Character

Helps preserve rural areas and rural character Rural Character 14 Rural Character

Creates the most distinct developed areas in order to preserve rural areas for the longest time possible.  Rushmere 

Community Development Corporation along with other permanent business owners in Rushmere, will then be able to work 

with the County, State and Federal legislators in designating certain Socio-economic and Native American Historical 

designations that will stimulate and generate additional tax-revenue for the County for generations to come. 

Rural Character

Maximize efficiency for rural lands Rural Character

Much of the rural part of the county it "preserves" Rural Character

Preserves rural areas Rural Character

Preserves the character of the county Rural Character

More paved roads in Rushmere village Transportation

More roads on 258 and Windsor Transportation

Improve roads in Windsor and Camptown Transportation 6 Transportation

Biggest issue to several of us, and mentioned already to you,  is the need to “connect the dots” better, especially the gross 

missing link to make it easier and quicker to connect commuters from the JRB & Rt 17 through the Carrollton/Newport DSD 

and easily to Windsor and this DSD.  Rt. 258 is 2- lane, and not considered the obvious and easy connection by commuters 

to/from the middle of the county.  Otherwise, our county connections are east-west in and out of the county to Suffolk, etc.   

Transportation

What about connectivity with adjacent subdivisions? Transportation

Transportation Transportation

Less Industrial - 2%Question 6 - Likes



Comment Category Number of Comments

Less Industrial 3

County Services 4

More Information 5

General Support 5

Transportation 6

Revised Land Uses 7

Infrastructure 8

Ag/Environmental 10

Other 13

Dislike 14

Rural Character 14

Focused Development 19

DSD Size Unchanged 22

Total Comments 130

Less Industrial - 2%
County Services - 3%

More Information -…

General Support - 4%

Transportation - 4%

Revised Land …

Infrastructure - 6%

Ag/Environmental - 8%

Other - 10%
Dislike - 11%

Rural Character - 11%

Focused Development -
15%

DSD Size Unchanged -
17%

Question 6 - Likes



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Maximized DSD's Scenario - Dislikes

Answer Choices

What you like: 79.07% 102

What you like: 27.91% 36

What you dislike: 68.99% 89

What you dislike: 28.68% 37

Answered 129

Skipped 280

138 Individual Comments

Responses Categories Sub-Category

Can get very dense Density

Too dense. Density

Transforming what was once a relaxing area into an area of "hussle and bussle". Density

Density, what do we want?  What is ok for IOW County?  Keep things the way they are, more manageable.  Density

Carrollton becomes Hampton & Newport News Density 9 Density

Probably would need to accept an increase in density. Density

Makes those DSDs too crowded Density

Too dense! Density

crowded developments with no space left Density

DSDs need to be expanded to maximize planning DSD Size Doesn't Grow

the fact that this development district does not have the ability to grow more. DSD Size Doesn't Grow

the Carrollton area is growing at a rapid rate, so you might as well expand it now in preparation for the future. DSD Size Doesn't Grow

DSDs too smal to grow business and residents needed for tax base DSD Size Doesn't Grow

No expansion for DSDs (limits options for growth) DSD Size Doesn't Grow 5 Doesn't Grow

I would prefer making the existing DSDs smaller to limit the growth and development. DSD Size Doesn't Shrink 11 DSD Size 3 Doesn't Shrink

newport dsd is still too large. Higher densities on 17 corridor could reduce pressure on the western side of route 10 for preservation 

goals.
DSD Size Doesn't Shrink 2 Newport

How big the dsd is now DSD Size Doesn't Shrink 1 Windsor

Carrollton is way too big DSD Size Newport

Enlarged Newport DSD; too large now! DSD Size Newport

The Windsor DSD western boundary should be retracted and the eastern and northern boundary expanded to take advantage of the 

location of the existing infrastructure.
DSD Size Windsor

may prove to be unrealistic...economic concern may not see these areas as optimum Economic Development

This limits the economic growth that we need Economic Development

Concern for lack of red which means lack of small local ownership involved in community. Economic Development 5 Economic Development

We are in desperate need to create jobs but higher paying jobs, not those that exist in the hundreds of dollar stores we have
Economic Development

Potential jobs not growth Economic Development

Potential total jobs could prove to be important. Fewer Jobs

Protection on less potential jobs is too limiting Fewer Jobs

Proposed growth does not increase jobs Fewer Jobs

Bedroom community where life happens elsewhere Fewer Jobs

The reduction of possible jobs! Fewer Jobs 9 Fewer Jobs

Provides less jobs Fewer Jobs

Less jobs Fewer Jobs

Less commercial and industrial space Fewer Jobs

Less jobs Fewer Jobs

too restrictive General Dislike

Overall, don't like the way this is worded.  Start over! General Dislike 3 General Dislike

Nothing General Dislike

Get out of mismanagement let owners manage their property however they see fit Government

Increases emergency service needs Government 4 Government

Doubtful County ability to handle with its current minimized staffing Government

How about expanding the town boundaries of Smithfield rather than creating an adjacent DSD? Government

Don't build up. It will change the skyline.  Think of aesthetics of building, think of country charm not generic boxes Growth Character

Destroys rural character in the DSDs where the majority of citizens live Growth Character

No more development at all please Growth Increases

Too much development in these areas. Growth Increases

Responses



way to many x's in the "more" box Growth Increases

increased development Growth Increases

Promotes residential growth Growth Increases

Doesn't Stop Population Growth Growth Increases

Do not accommodate growth in the Hardy District Growth Increases

Too much growth Growth Increases 2 Character

only temporay answer to containing growth Growth Increases 10 Increases

The growth, we do not need new businesses when we have empty store fronts, or old buildings not being used with in the county, if 

they want to have a business have them purchase or use buildings that are already existing, this will improve the area by visual appeal 

and business

Growth Increases 22 Growth 7 Limits Growth

I don't like that it doesnt promote development down Route 10 towards Suffolk.  Growth Limits Growth 3 Newport

Limits options for Windsor and Camptown DSD Growth Limits Growth

In a county of 319 square miles, there has to be room for other DSDs (ie. The area between Windsor, Franklin, the northwest part of the 

county)
Growth Limits Growth

don't restrict the size of DSDs whereby limiting growth Growth Limits Growth

We need growth in this county! Growth Limits Growth

There are more than 3 places in the county that should be developed.  Growth Limits Growth

All the growth is concentrated in 3 areas (see additional comments) Growth Limits Growth

It is already becoming congested.  Further density in the areas around Carrollton will cause that area to become undesirable to both 

residents and potential residents.
Growth Newport

There is too much development in the northern part of the county. Growth Newport

Too much growth near Route 17 and Channel Way Growth Newport

Adds additional residential units Housing

I DON'T UNDERSTAND DSD'S, BUT DON'T LIKE THE HEAVY POCKETS OF SUBURBAN RESIDENTIAL Housing

More houses in Newport district is awful!! Housing

More housing often results in section 8 apartments Housing

More housing Housing

Distruction of Newport land, with apts, condos & multiple homes on small lots! Housing

Too much Suburban Residential Housing 13 Housing

Rooflines do not benefit county residents Housing

Excessive amount of suburban area Housing

Residents already oppose more suburban development (ex: Benn's Grant) Housing

way too much residential expansion in windsor Housing

Too much Suburban Residential Housing

The fact that the supervisors already approved more roofs in BennsGrant!  They weren't listening to any of us then, only to the 

developers.
Housing

Water cost is ridiculous Infrastructure

Does not address high price of water Infrastructure

I'll believe it when I see it regarding maintaining that infrastructure.. Infrastructure

New infrastructure Infrastructure 7 Infrastructure

Concerns voiced about infrastructure Infrastructure

Will require extensive infrastructure upgrades Infrastructure

Utilities do not increase yet housing units do, confused? Infrastructure

Requires stricter zoning regulations than what appears now Land Use

revision of land use Land Use

The distribution of land use designations should be reevaluated in the Newport DSD. Land Use

Mixed use is not planned. Land Use 8 Land Use

Disparity between housing increases and commercial/industrial decreases Land Use

This plan should be in conjunction with the preservation plan.  Growth is allowed only in certain areas and under certain conditions.
Land Use

I do not like the wording "best land use" - it is too opened ended and leaves a lot of room for multiple options Land Use

Needs to be more mixed use. Land Use

Concerns voiced about sea level rising and flooding Other Environmental

Needs more green space Other Environmental

Allowing districts to remain the same size as long as possible. What does that statement really mean. That could be one year. Or when 

the next big developer comes along. Not realistic plan. 
Other General

Too vague.  "Longest time possible" - what does that really mean? Other General

Lacks flexibility for each of the three scenarios to respond to its own needs Other General 11 Other 2 Environmental

this one seems like a cop-out Other General 9 General

"A chicken in every pot" - - - promises lots of people lots of things and lots more of those things, but doesn't truly set clear priorities. 

Too much opportunity for pandering and political gamesmanship.
Other General



Need to see a map Other General

Gaitling Point should not be a part of the Carrollton district. Needs to be Smithfield district. Other General

IOW looking like Great Bridge Other General

Does not adjust for changes over past 10 years Other General

School populations may rise steeply Schools

No focus on schools Schools

Schools are overcrowded - my taxes are over the top now - rooflines do not benefit county residents. Schools

Increases school population Schools

Impact on schools and students Schools 10 Schools

More growth, means the schools are to full Schools

Any additional expansion in the northern region would be unacceptable due to current school overcrowding Schools

The impact to the school system without countermeasures. Schools

I'll believe it when I see it regarding schools Schools

Zero mention of improving schools! Schools

Need additional tax revenues Tax Implications

Increased demands on schools that brings higher taxes Tax Implications

Doesn't Slow Spending Growth Tax Implications

increase in residential population in Newport District; area is already overtaxed for infrastructure and supporting services (schools, first 

responders)
Tax Implications

would require sizable increases in IOW government, including budget resources and additional personnel. Tax Implications

Potential for additional long term debt due to infrastructure needs such as schools Tax Implications 11 Tax Implications

Costs to (me) residents is too high, zero benefit to residents.  Tax Implications

My taxes are over the top now Tax Implications

Will require massive tax increases Tax Implications

Can't have more residents and not provide more amenities.  Costs go up - tax base not there to support it. Tax Implications

I'll believe it when I see it regarding budgets Tax Implications

This scenario is only palatable with an accompanying transportation/roadwork plan Transportation General

You are talking about adding residential areas and density of these areas without addressing the transportation infrastructure.  
Transportation General

Transportation problems in Newport DSD Transportation General

#1 Issue: IoW failure to extend Benns Church Blvd to from Rt10 to Windsor.  Suffolk works becuase they have RT58 east-west.  IoW has 

NOTHING.  Poorest planning I have ever seen for a communituy
Transportation Roads

Road improvements to dirt roads Transportation Roads

Does not maximize Route 10 use for connecting industrial south. Transportation Roads 3 General

You're going to need to build fly overs to enter Eagle Harbor areas on 17 to prevent the bridge from jamming up for hours.
Transportation Roads 15 Transportation 4 Roads

Carrollton has a limited number of alternative routes.   If excess growth is encouraged in this area every road will become a bottleneck.
Transportation Traffic 8 Traffic

Denser growth in Newport will exacerbate traffic volume issue Transportation Traffic

Any additional expansion in the northern region would be unacceptable due to current road congestion Transportation Traffic

Potential for increased traffic in Carrollton Transportation Traffic

Creates higher density traffic at northern end Transportation Traffic

Roads cannot sustain the increase of traffic and population currently living here, it will be a nightmare if the current zoned property is 

developed as it is.
Transportation Traffic

Does not address traffic congestion on RT 17 near JRB Transportation Traffic

Crowded roads Transportation Traffic



Comment Category Number of Comments

General Dislike 3

Government 4

Economic Development 5

Infrastructure 7

Land Use 8

Density 9

Fewer Jobs 9

Schools 10

Other 11

Tax Implications 11

DSD Size 11

Housing 13

Transportation 15

Growth 22

Total Comments 138

General Dislike - 2%

Government - 3%

Economic Development - 4%

Infrastructure - 5%

Land Use - 6%

Density - 6%

Fewer Jobs - 7%

Schools - 7%

Other - 8%Tax Implications - 8%

DSD Size - 8%

Housing - 9%

Transportation - 11%

Growth - 16%

Question 6 - Dislikes



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
No Growth Scenario - Likes

Answer Choices

What you like: 71.88% 92

What you like: 26.56% 34

What you dislike: 76.56% 98

What you dislike: 28.91% 37

Answered 128

Skipped 281

122 Individual Comments

Responses Categories Sub-Category

Conservation Agriculture/Environment

Protect environment. Agriculture/Environment

preserves agriculture and environment Agriculture/Environment

Preserves agriculture Agriculture/Environment

Preserves existing land. Agriculture/Environment

Ag and Environmental preservation Agriculture/Environment

Supports climate Agriculture/Environment

Preserves agriculture Agriculture/Environment 17 Agriculture/ Environment

future land uses defined as agricultural Agriculture/Environment

More agricultural Agriculture/Environment

Protect wildlife! Agriculture/Environment

MAXIMUM PRESERVATION OF AG/ENVIRONMENT Agriculture/Environment

Preserves existing environment/wildlife Agriculture/Environment

Environmental and agricultural preservation Agriculture/Environment

Preserves environment but this can be done with most of the other plans Agriculture/Environment

Supporting agriculture Agriculture/Environment

Preserves wildlife Agriculture/Environment

In the newport news Distri.  it is good to see the proposed site for a business taken off the table for ciedar grove road, this will keep 

crime down in the residental area, such as drugs, burglaries, robberies, and other crimes that come with transent 

Crime

Less crime Crime 3 Crime

Not understanding you say no growth but Carrollton is busting out. Also crime is on the rise. Crime

N/A - this scenario isn't realistic Dislike

If I wished to live in America circa 1930's I'd be all for this plan.  No thanks! Dislike

NOTHING Dislike

Nothing here to like Dislike

Not much Dislike

Nothing - area must be permitted to grow Dislike 12 Dislike

Nothing Dislike

Mistake Dislike

Nothing Dislike

Nothing. Is this a joke? Dislike

NOTHING Dislike

ABSOLUTELY NOTHING Dislike

Everything - I do not have to pay higher taxes for more roads, schools. General Support

Everything General Support

Yes General Support 5 General Support

Good plan General Support

BEST OPTION General Support

No more huge homes on small lots, no more apts & condos Housing

Less housing units Housing 4 Housing

NO MORE McMANSIONS Housing

I would especially like it if high density housing (apartments) is limited. Housing

Development needs to be limited because the county does not have a good track record of listening to residents, or being fiscally 

responsible.  Development should be limited until current development is complete.
Limits Growth

Keeps IoW sustained as slow growth Limits Growth

Difficult for growth Limits Growth

Limits growth Limits Growth

Responses



Limits growth Limits Growth

Everything. I want to limit the growth and development, county-wide. Limits Growth

Yes, I like the idea of limiting growth.  I moved here because I didn't want to be in a big city. Limits Growth

I like limiting development outside of established DSD with exception of Route 10 corridor. Limits Growth

I'm all for limited growth.  It's hard to review this on the pc though to get a good handle on it. Limits Growth 19 Limits Growth

Moderate to slow growth.  Limits Growth

Limits growth Limits Growth

Enough growth planned in Newport DSD Limits Growth

Limit growth in Hardy District Limits Growth

revised land use to limit future development Limits Growth

limits growth in some areas to what extent? Limits Growth

We could accomplish this scenario if we had the political will.  We do not have to grow!  We can prosper with the "growth" already 

included in the current Comp. Plan.
Limits Growth

LESS DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL BUT EQUAL NEW INFRASTRUCTURE IN NEWPORT DISTRICT Limits Growth

to see quality growth more than quantity growth Limits Growth

Less people Limits Growth

Limit & stop growth. Carrollton is already over developed No Growth

No new developments No Growth

No new development No Growth

Limit growth, No more growth.  This should be #1. No Growth

Limit or no growth!  Best scenario.  Keep rural. No Growth

Stops Population Growth No Growth 11 No Growth

No growth No Growth

I prefer no more population growth in Newport District. No Growth

Stop growth in Newport district.  No Growth

Stop development in the northern part of the county, roads cannot handle any more cars or traffic lights. No Growth

no planned growth for Newport district No Growth

Additional small scale retail stores Other General

Does not succumb to bigger is better Other General

Growth will happen naturally, and to those areas that you  are wishing it to happen in anyway.  Other General

Carrollton is already getting crowded. Other General

Allows time for county to catch up after economic downturn Other General

Keeping status quo sounds nice to those who are doing well Other General

If you build it, they will come - but what is in it for me/residents? It all costs money which I have no more interest in parting with.  By 

the way - development does not = better way/quality
Other General 14 Other 12 General

This form and the layout is not ideal for citizen understanding. Other General 2 Schools

growth should be of value to all ages and not geared toward a particular age/cultural group Other General

This will at least encourage the County to seek resources from within and stop focusing its attention on the ultimate Czar-of-a-

business from outside of the County. 
Other General

Increase a limited resource growth in the Windsor district Other General

Less impact on EMT services Other General

Schools are not big enough if continue to grow Other Schools

Less kids in the schools, this means better education! Other Schools

Growth is necessary but needs to be closely controlled.  Lot pre-approved as of 1 Jan 2013 that have had no action by owner must 

seek reapprove prior to development
Regulation

I would like property not to be required to be zoned Regulation 4 Regulation

Reevaluation of land uses but not to limit growth. Regulation

Reevaluation of land use boundaries but not to limit growth. Regulation

Preserves our way of life and roads Rural Character

It doesn't make us another Hampton or Newport News extension Rural Character

Remain rural Rural Character

Keep IOW a County and rural for the most part, keep it safe. Rural Character

It preserves what we have   Rural Character

Preserves the look and feel of the area Rural Character

Preserves rural character Rural Character 14 Rural Character

Do not want character to be overrun. Rural Character

It helps to protect what makes the area attractive. Rural Character

keeps windsor small town Rural Character

People live here because of the small,  country feel.  It should remain that way. Rural Character

preservation of rural nature Rural Character

Preserves rural character Rural Character



Better quality of life Rural Character

Requiring comprehensive plan amendment and any rezoning for any development deserves public input Slows Development Public Input

I like the public input requirement of this. Slows Development Public Input

Slows to allow public time to respond Slows Development Public Input

Public reasoning input Slows Development Public Input

This is good because it would not be rushed decisions.  We live in a safe county as of now.  Public input to change rezoning is how 

it should be.  There are many developments in Carrollton not even started yet.
Slows Development Public Input

the public imput but must be taken very serouisly. Slows Development Public Input 12 Slows Development 6 Public Input

growth requires change in comp plan Slows Development Regulation 6 Regulation

Automatically zone lands RAC that are not currently zoned Slows Development Regulation

That extra step that developers would have to take to obtain approval for development. Slows Development Regulation

Restrictions on development Slows Development Regulation

converts future land uses to rural Ag. Slows Development Regulation

Going forward, all lot development approvals will have sunset clause of 5 years from date initially approved. Slows Development Regulation

Stops Spending Growth Tax Implications

Its cheap Tax Implications 3 Tax Implications

Reduces future tax burden due to less infrastructure needed Tax Implications

Transportation Transportation

IMPROVEMENTS TO TRANSPORTATION WITHOUT DEVELOPMENT Transportation 4 Transportation

Roads are too small for an the growth Transportation

Less traffic Transportation

Comment Category Number of Comments

Tax Implications 3

Crime 3

Housing 4

Regulation 4

Transportation 4

General Support 5

No Growth 11

Dislike 12

Slows Development 12

Other 14

Rural Character 14

Agrictulture/Environment 17

Limits Growth 19

Total Comments 122

Tax Implications - 2%
Crime - 2%

Housing - 3%

Regulation - 3%

Transportation - 3%

General Support -…

No Growth - 9%

Dislike - 10%

Slows Development -
10%Other - 12%

Rural Character - 12%

Agrictulture/Environment…

Limits Growth - 16%

Question 7 - Likes



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
No Growth Scenario - Dislikes

Answer Choices

What you like: 71.88% 92

What you like: 26.56% 34

What you dislike: 76.56% 98

What you dislike: 28.91% 37

Answered 128

Skipped 281

135 Individual Comments

Responses Categories Sub-Category

Everything Dislike

This is a backward looking rather than forward looking plan.  I do not like anything about it. Dislike

The Entire Thing Dislike 6 Dislike

the entire thing Dislike

All aspects of the short and long term impacts of this plan. Dislike

Not good for the county Dislike

This alternative will not accommodate future employment needs and therefor should be removed from consideration. Fewer Jobs

it penalizes current residents - especially students with lack of real jobs in the county Fewer Jobs

POTENTIAL JOB LOSS Fewer Jobs

Need small scale retail Fewer Jobs 8 Fewer Jobs

I am a managed growth proponent.  As a full time working adult in this community-I simply don't have the time to shop elsewhere and 

would like to drop my tax dollars in our own county coffers
Fewer Jobs

Less potential jobs Fewer Jobs

Limit economic growth Fewer Jobs

Less jobs, commercial and industry space Fewer Jobs

The board needs to stop changing it's damn mind every time new people are elected.  Choose a growth plan and STICK TO IT!
Government

too much government involvement Government

Board of Supervisors need less power not more when making ANY changes to the comp plan - unanimous for changes once CP in place, 

changes made by 5-0 not 3-2 (Infrastructure vs Residential vs Business, sprawl vs condensed, spot zoning, BOA abuse)

Government 5 Government

Zoning Government

Not sure. Does less growth mean more heavy handness?  There is a fine line between limited growth and property rights...a very fine 

line.
Government

This alternative will not accommodate future housing needs and therefore should be removed from consideration. Housing

Where in all these scenarios are there strategies for the 12,000-13,000 seniors? Housing

Too much Suburban Residential Housing 5 Housing

The idea that we need to build all these apartments, condos and houses because of growth is also ridculous. The county already has 

multiple houseing develops planned especially in the Newport district. Time to stop approving more housing. 

Housing

Too much Suburban Residential Housing

this is regressive thinking, let's put our heads in the sand, and hope agriculture consumes the county No Growth

No growth is no good for any area. No Growth

Not enough capacity for projected growth. No Growth

Some growth is normal No Growth

That you guys want no growth. No Growth

It prohibits growth of any sort. No Growth

Some growth potential should be allowed. Review on case by case bases. No Growth 15 No Growth

No growth will turn to less population No Growth

No growth means stagnation No Growth

No growth equates to building a wall. No Growth

Does not meet projected growth needs No Growth

Don't care for it.  I think we need to have some growth or it will be detrimental to the county. No Growth

Attempt to shut down growth will limit economic opportunities for IOW residents No Growth

We need growth and stop being a bedroom community No Growth

No growth will turn to less property value No Growth

no dislikes Nothing

Responses



(nothing) Nothing

nothing Nothing

Nothing Nothing

Nothing Nothing 9 Nothing

Nothing Nothing

nothing Nothing

Nothing Nothing

Nothing. Nothing

Emergency services Other Emergency Services

FEWER EMERGENCY SERVICES Other Emergency Services

No environmental change Other Environmental

Needs more green space Other Environmental

Should have done this years ago Other General

The fact that our neighbors are moving because of all the growth already and the changes in Newport. Other General

Does not adjust for changes in last 10 years Other General 2 Emergency Services

The fact that the County know this is not truly in its plan to limit all growth and is giving false hope to its residents. Other General 12 Other 2 Environmental

limits growth in some areas to what extent? Other General 8 General

The county seems to be only looking at getting more residential water customers to cover their costs from previous mistakes made by 

the county.  This make no sense.
Other General

That the water supply couldn't come from the Norfolk water deal. Other General

Developers seems to run roughshod over county officials who are tempted by a greater tax base that never seems to develop.  A greater 

tax base does not come from more residents, it comes from larger scale professional companies, or tech-oriented, not retail 

establishments.

Other General

Dislike the new approval adding to already approved amt of Townhomes in BennsGrant Prior Approvals

Any existing growth Prior Approvals

If the county really looked at all of the development already approved, you would find that it meets projected growth needs!
Prior Approvals 6 Prior Approvals

Over 2,000 until lots already approved for development in Carrollton/Newport DSD; plus additional intense development 

(townhomes/condos) in Benn's Grant
Prior Approvals

Dislike all the Newport growth, apartments & condos Prior Approvals

The already approved growth in the north is more than sufficient. Prior Approvals

Zero mention of improving schools Schools

Better plan for school Schools

We'll have more students than this will be able to support. Schools

Needs better plans for schools Schools 7 Schools

More schools needed Schools

Less students Schools

It appears that this plan eliminates the ability to build more schools Schools

Additional growth and associated improvements to Windsor and Camptown Districts are needed Southern Impacts

need industrial park growth Southern Impacts

Encourage growth in southern areas where it is needed, don't allow them to be ignored. Southern Impacts 5 Southern Impacts

Why eliminate growth in Windsor, when the Newport Disctrict has grown? Southern Impacts

Desire growth in Windsor/Central/Southern area Southern Impacts

Does not address high-priced water Tax Implications

water deal would cost the entire county Tax Implications

limited ability to raise taxes to support the community Tax Implications

Abandoning the ability to diversify the County's tax base by creating an independent commercial market within the County and that 

continues to promote leakage of sales dollars to support other locality's school systems. 
Tax Implications

Tax increases Tax Implications

Abandoning the County's long term plan for which much financial investment has already been made. Tax Implications

Tax increases Tax Implications 14 Tax Implications

Higher taxes Tax Implications

No growth means no increase in the tax base Tax Implications

Significant tax increase option will significantly redice ability to meet even current needs Tax Implications

How high do these people want these taxes to go.  Prices go up, infrastructure collapses, who's going to pay for all this?
Tax Implications

tax increases Tax Implications

Increase taxes for no services Tax Implications

Tax increases due to a bad water deal. Tax Implications

Would strongly discourage development. Too Limiting



stagnant as a blackwater swamp Too Limiting

Lacks ability to address trends and services Too Limiting

If we don't grow as a county, you aren't going to attract business, future workforce and industry Too Limiting

reflects a policy of isolationism that can only hurt IOW overtime as areas around it experience increases in growth, demands, services, 

pressures, etc.
Too Limiting 11 Too Limiting

limiting growth negatively impacts current residents Too Limiting

I think we may be limiting our potential in our DSD's. Too Limiting

Limiting growth Too Limiting

growth areas would suffer Too Limiting

This alternative will not accommodate future service needs and therefore should be removed from consideration. Too Limiting

Infrastructure will likely not keep pace with population Too Limiting

IoW cannot continue to destroy commute times!  Needs smarter plan for man routes to avoid 8 lanes Transportation

Must consider access roads along main DSD routes.  Allows communting times to be good, while moving business/residential traffic to 

the parallel access roads.
Transportation

Getting stuck in traffic during rush hour on Rt. 17, missed my 2 appointments. Transportation 6 Transportation

Does not address traffic congestion on RT 17 near JRB Transportation

We don't have enough roads to accommodate all cars now. Transportation

Road improvements Transportation

Not realistic! Unrealistic

Impractical. Unrealistic

Unrealistic, need to allow growth where demand exists within reason Unrealistic

Implausible Unrealistic

This seems unsustainable and a pipe dream of older residents. Unrealistic

too conservative and makes no realistic provisions to accommodate the realities of economic & population growth adjacent to and in 

IOW.  Essentially maintains status quo in a geographic region that cannot afford the downside consequences of favoring the status quo.

Unrealistic

Really - this was put down as an option.  Folks need to get their heads out of the sand.  Unrealistic

Not gonna happen.  Can't stop growth Unrealistic

Potentially impractical.  Growth is important for a county. Unrealistic

This is unrealistic - scrap this scenario for round 3 Unrealistic

There has to be some growth so this plan doesn't seem realistic. Unrealistic

It's unrealistic and not sustainable.  Unrealistic 26 Unrealistic

unrealistic Unrealistic

Not realistic. Unrealistic

A good baseline for a vocal minority but totally unrealistic Unrealistic

That it is not realistic Unrealistic

Not a viable option Unrealistic

Unrealistic Unrealistic

Not sure this is realistic.  Windsor needs opportunity to grow. Unrealistic

Not sustainable.  Why discourage businesses?!! Unrealistic

Not practical will need growth to support the anticipated growth Unrealistic

You CANNOT stop change.  I wish people would realize that Unrealistic

no growth option is unrealistic for IOW, a growing county Unrealistic

Unrealistic. It will just happen as unplanned family member transfers that grow to the point where you can't NOT rezone them because 

the zoning doesn't match the existing land use any more.
Unrealistic

Not realistic or feasible unless JRB is closed. Unrealistic

Not forward thinking approach. Unrealistic



Comment Category Number of Comments

Housing 5

Southern Impacts 5

Government 5

Dislike 6

Prior Approvals 6

Transportation 6

Schools 7

Fewer Jobs 8

Nothing 9

Too Limiting 11

Other 12

Tax Implications 14

No Growth 15

Unrealistic 26

Total Comments 135

Housing - 4%
Southern Impacts - 4%

Government - 4%

Dislike - 5%

Prior Approvals - 4%

Transportation - 4%

Schools - 5%

Fewer Jobs - 6%

Nothing - 7%

Too Limiting - 8%Other - 9%

Tax Implications - 10%

No Growth - 11%

Unrealistic - 19%

Question 7 - Dislikes



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Tiered Scenario - Likes

Answer Choices

What you like: 73.39% 91

What you like: 27.42% 34

What you dislike: 62.90% 78

What you dislike: 29.03% 36

Answered 124

Skipped 285

105 Individual Comments

Responses Category Sub-Category

Would help to traget growth. Controlled Growth

Prevents too much sprawl Controlled Growth

I like this scenario to better monitor the growth Controlled Growth

Don't go too far for limiting growth Controlled Growth

Revaluating DSD boundaries for expansion or retraction. Controlled Growth

Leverages development where demand exists Controlled Growth

Evaluation of other areas along major arterial roadways for additional activity center designation when proximity to existing DSD boundary may 

not be reasonable for expansion.
Controlled Growth 14 Controlled Growth

expands DSDs into adjacent areas to facilitate growth Controlled Growth

Flexibility in considering how development is undertaken Controlled Growth

Seems to accept what are likely the best areas for development rather than where planners and politicians believe it should occur
Controlled Growth

allows and encourages sensible future growth Controlled Growth

It promotes growth.  Controlled Growth

Spreads out growth some Controlled Growth

Controls undesired growth Controlled Growth

The centers and dense and taper down as you move away Core Development

Ring (bullseye) development is encouraged by land use change Core Development

I like concept of core areas Core Development

I like the idea of live/work/play "Town Center" districts Core Development

The proposed Village centers Core Development

Keeps rural character outside of DSDs Core Development

LIKE TO EXPAND-CREATE A CORE DEVELOPMENT Core Development

Idea of core development, from more intense to less intense Core Development 18 Core Development

Core fanning out Core Development

core areas have mix of residential and commerical Core Development

Tapering of development Core Development

Like having core development areas limiting sprawl Core Development

More intense Core Area at key area Core Development

core concept Core Development

Focsed growth Core Development

tiered land use types Core Development

I like the compact activity centers while maintaining rural character of surrounding County Core Development

tiered approach to reduce pressure on the outside edge of the growth boundary Core Development

nothing Dislike

No expansion, too much development (crowded) Dislike

(Nothing!!) Dislike

Responses



Nothing. I want to limit growth and development county-wide. Dislike

Not much. Try again. Dislike

Nothing Dislike

Nothing Dislike 15 Dislike

Nothing Dislike

Maybe nothing Dislike

not sure. Dislike

Don't like this, it brings too much development. Dislike

Nothing Dislike

Nothing Dislike

Nothing Dislike

The effort. Dislike

Need to continue to grow through business and industry Economic Development

More tourism Economic Development

Less square footage for industrial Economic Development

less bus/emp in Newport District Economic Development 7 Economic Development

More jobs, commercial and industry space Economic Development

Provides jobs/Improve job opportunities Economic Development

Jobs Economic Development

I like this option a lot.  It seems like a good mix of both worlds General Support

I'm not sure I understand the specifics of this plan.  In theory it sounds ok if it is consistent with the comments I provided with the previous 

question/plan choice.
General Support

Easier to implement since much of the service needs are already in progress General Support

I like this the best General Support

I like our current DSD system but like the potential of this tiered development version General Support

I am not opposed to this approach General Support

overall makes sense General Support 15 General Support

Best possible scenario for development General Support

Most cost effective plan General Support

This makes sense for simplicity. General Support

Seems like this system may be easier to understand General Support

Like this one General Support

Like it somewhat General Support

Agree General Support

Ok General Support

Affordable housing Housing 2 Housing

Additional residential use Housing

Services to Windsor and Camptown Infrastructure

It may focus infrastructure spending but at a low ROI Infrastructure

Works synergistically with existing transportation and utility infrastructure Infrastructure 5 Infrastructure

EXPAND INFRASTRUCTURE BUT HAVE A PLAN IN PLACE Infrastructure

Infrastructure focus. Infrastructure

balance between growth in residential units and industrial growth Mixed Uses

Good mix of residential with commercial areas allows people to shop locally without the need to drive long distances.  Seems a good balance 

between new residents, new business and good tax base for infrastructure
Mixed Uses

Core Areas have a mix of residential and commercial Mixed Uses

Focused mixed use areas for Business/Service is better for schools Mixed Uses 7 Mixed Uses

Mix of residental and commercial. Mixed Uses

Mixed residential and commercial facilities Mixed Uses

Core areas are a mix of commercial and residential units Mixed Uses



Has possibilities, but local government would require close oversight to ensure development is commensurate with existing vision and regulations.
Other

Get rid of zoning and you will spur all sorts of development Other

Even with advanced education, the DSD plans are very confusing. Getting away from this terminology and what it is imposing would be helpful to 

everyone.
Other

Exploring alternatives. Other

Utilizing existing land use Other

Defining more land uses to grow Camptown Other 13 Other

Comparison of existing land use categories. Other

decreased ag and environmental protection Other

Scott farm should be suburban estate Other

Higher likelihood of success Other

May improve strength of the DSDs Other

hard to say Other

It's creative, but... Other

Improve recreation Parks & Recreation

Park Parks & Recreation 3 Parks & Recreation

More parks Parks & Recreation

More school growth Schools 2 Schools

more schools Schools

Transportation Transportation

As little change in roads as possible Transportation

All plans force dense DSD's because the lack of a major east-west coordidor, which should be the extension of Benns Church Blvd to Windsor.
Transportation 4 Transportation

Comment: MUST have major east-west cooridor in IoW.  Supervisors will fail the community if one is not built. Transportation

Comment Category Number of Comments

Housing 2

Schools 2

Parks & Recreation 3

Transportation 4

Infrastructure 5

Mixed Uses 7

Economic Development 7

Other 13

Controlled Growth 14

Dislike 15

General Support 15

Core Development 18

Total 105

Housing - 2%
Schools - 2%

Parks & Recreation - 3%

Transportation - 4%

Infrastructure - 5%

Mixed Uses - 7%

Economic Development -
7%

Other - 12%

Controlled Growth - 13%

Dislike - 14%

General Support - 14%

Core Development - 17%

Question 8 - Likes



Controlled Growth - 13%



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Tiered Scenario - Dislikes

Answer Choices

What you like: 73.39% 91

What you like: 27.42% 34

What you dislike: 62.90% 78

What you dislike: 29.03% 36

Answered 124

Skipped 285

122 Individual Comments

Responses Category Sub-Category

core areas more intense Core Development

Intensity around major roads/intersections.  That is exactly what has already occurred in the county. Core Development

Should include larger area around the core development areas Core Development

would concentrate growth in ways that focus adverse impacts on those areas experiencing that growth and provides for sharing of new revenues 

with areas essentially protected from or isolated from that growth.  Basically segregates IOW into two kinds of areas (growth & non-growth) and 

distributes costs and benefits unevenly and disproportionally.

Core Development 7 Core Development

Creates a layered approach that will create future problems Core Development

"More intense core areas at key infrastructure locations." Core Development

Tiered land use may lead to multiple areas of sprawl Core Development

This is way too much development.  Most of us will move, if we get more dense development. Density

Way too much development here, looks like Hampton! Density

Creates higher density traffic at northern end Density

Crowding Density

More housing and hence people Density 10 Density

This allows density to reduce, and spread modest growth (residental and some commercial) Density

This turns IOW into another City! Density

I don't know why development has to be so concentrated.  Density

Overloads one area creating a very congested area with little rural character Density

Increase the size of areas where heavy growth can occur. Density

Better balance between industrial and commercial development Economic Development

does not encourage large commercial development outside of any DSD Economic Development 3 Economic Development

Unsure is too restrictive for business/commercial? Economic Development

The call times for the police/EMS/fire will go up Emergency Services

Increase of EMT/Fire calls in cities Emergency Services

Many developments are just starting and our County doesn't seem to care about the traffic, schools crowded,  crime. It's a shame to see IOW go 

down hill because of a few people in charge.  
Emergency Services 4 Emergency Services

Increased emergency service demands Emergency Services

this plan does not help with the preservation of the land Environment

Concerned about preserving environment Environment

Doesn't preserve the environment Environment

can we do this without losing so much agriculture/wildlife lands Environment 6 Environment

Does not preserve rural character Environment

Lack of agricultural focus. Environment

Not in favor of any of this General Dislike

Everything. I want to limit growth and development county-wide. General Dislike

This isn’t a good plan either General Dislike

These scenarios are crazy General Dislike 6 General Dislike

Doesn't make sense to abandon DSD concept this far along in the implementation process and after significant investment in the concept.
General Dislike

Disagree that we should be reinventing the wheel.  Our DSD's work.  If people don't understand them, do a public education campain.  I don't see 

where the above scenario will make people understand it more?
General Dislike

Nothing General Support

none General Support 4 General Support

none General Support

not  sure. General Support

Too much industrial focus in Camptown DSD Growth Camptown DSD

So much focus around Camptown area Growth Camptown DSD

More areas in districts Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

Responses



Looks too easy to grow Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

This is too much development.  This changes IOW forever and makes it less special and desired to move here.  Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

More development Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

Prefer no development Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

Promotes residential growth. Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

Still need to focus on eliminating rural sprawl outside these areas Growth Doesn't Stop Growth 2 Camptown DSD

Missing scenario for low growth Growth Doesn't Stop Growth 22 Growth 12 Doesn't Stop Growth

Still too much growth Growth Doesn't Stop Growth 5 Newport DSD

No more development near Channel Way and Carrisbrooke! Growth Doesn't Stop Growth 2 Windsor DSD

increased growth and development Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

Doesn't Stop Population Growth Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

increased residential in Newport District Growth Newport DSD

Newport District has already grown out of control.  This plan will only make it worse.  This reminds me of a "loose cannon"! Growth Newport DSD

too much development in Newport district Growth Newport DSD

No tier 4 in the Newport District! Growth Newport DSD

Enlarged/enhanced Newport DSD.  Too much traffic and development in this area already approved; not enough in Windsor/Central/Southern 

area.
Growth Newport DSD

way too much residential expansion in windsor Growth Windsor DSD

Looks like it would leave the town of Windsor not a central point but an eventual suburb with growth happening toward Suffolk Growth Windsor DSD

Permits for everything and the kitchen sink Growth

Sounds good for housing Housing

More townhomes, condos, big developments.  Don't want more apartments either! Housing

Too much Suburban Residential Housing

Needs more Suburban Estate Housing

Too much Suburban Residential Housing 8 Housing

Missing scenario for self-sufficient homes on large acreage lots Housing

It's unclear whether this scenario means more apartment/townhome construction vs single standing residential structures Housing

Is housing for senior citizens (walkable and accessibly, close to grocery/pharmacy/bank/etc.) addressed in any particular scenario? Housing

Infrastructure plan will be key to success Infrastructure

Will require extensive infrastructure Infrastructure

Potential expensive infrastructure improvements Infrastructure

I think that instead of building around areas that already have services, that the services should be expanded more. Infrastructure 8 Infrastructure

The impacted areas will need better infrastructure. Infrastructure

With the scarcity of investment dollars, it may not be feasible to focus on other areas for infrastructure development to support additional growth 

areas.
Infrastructure

Extension of public utilites could be costly. Infrastructure

Need to be careful not to squander the economy of scale and investments already committed to current development districts Infrastructure

the tiered approach should be at least partially based on land use INTENSITY, not just land use type. The transect should revolve around the 

intensity/disruption/impact of the use, not just the use definition. 
Land Use/Zoning

I don't understand people not understanding the DSD concept...I think its a brilliant concept for a rural community that is uniquely positioned 

between higher density localities
Land Use/Zoning

Using existing land use categories Land Use/Zoning 6 Land Use/Zoning

Possible rezoning ordinance. Land Use/Zoning

Need to include county codes to limit family splits by developers Land Use/Zoning

Planning and zoning staff nightmare scenario with continuous stream of zoning amendments Land Use/Zoning

unnecessarily complicated More Information Needed

difficult to understand More Information Needed

Too many "unknowns" More Information Needed

I'm not sure you made this any easier to read. More Information Needed 7 More Information Needed

Way too vague and you are unclear about the highlights. Perhaps a good start but need more work More Information Needed

AGAIN, DON'T UNDERSTAND DSD'S, HOW THEY HURT, HELP.  MORE DETAILED EXPLANATION WOULD BE HELPFUL. More Information Needed

Need more info on tiered land use concept More Information Needed

too much latitude for political pressures & gamesmanship, and too much latitude for decisions that will only promote "have" and "have not" 

districts, and end up with the "have" districts subsidizing the "have not" districts.
Other

How about expanding the borders of Smithfield and Windsor to encompass adjacent areas that are already developed? Other

Needs to incorporate town of Smithfield and Windsor plans Other

Not much different from the maximize existing DSDs plan Other 7 Other

Prefer keeping it the same Other

This is basically what we have now - there is already a mix of residential and commercial. Other

ODD presentation - this is the way towns turn into cities.  Development happens at development. Other

Will add more students to schools Schools



Many developments are just starting and our County doesn't seem to care about the traffic, schools crowded, crime. It's a shame to see IOW go 

down hill because of a few people in charge.  
Schools

Increased school demands Schools 6 Schools

Impact on schools Schools

To many kids in schools Schools

Stop maxing out the schools Schools

stop building/authorizing/permits.  growth = cost = more taxes! Tax Implications

Increase tax due to infrastructure Tax Implications

Will require tax increases Tax Implications

Does not address high price of water Tax Implications 6 Tax Implications

I still call BS on the county able to properly fund the infrastructure required for these school and housing expansions. Tax Implications

Doesn't Slow Spending Growth Tax Implications

I dislike the fact that current residents shop in surrounding localities both because of the tax implications as well as the road usage Traffic

Many developments are just starting and our County doesn't seem to care about the traffic, schools crowded, crime. It's a shame to see IOW go 

down hill because of a few people in charge.  
Traffic

Does not address traffic congestion on RT 17 near JRB Traffic

We have so much more traffic over in Carrollton (Route 17) and James River Bridge. Traffic 7 Traffic

Spread out the jobs and development because there are too many choke points for traffic. Rt. 17 in the north part of the county is one, and the 

other is the intersection of Rt. 10 and Main Street in Smithfield.  Horrible traffic backups due to poor road structure.

Traffic

More traffic. Traffic

It just makes for more traffic congestion. Traffic

Improve the roads (Rushmere) Transportation

Suffolk would fail as a comprehensive plan if Rt58 did not exist.  Where is IoW's east-west large high speed access route. Transportation

Road improvements to dirt + residential roads Transportation 5 Transportation

Were there traffic studies with this? Transportation

What about connectivity with adjacent subdivisions Transportation

Comment Category Number of Comments

Economic Development 3

Emergency Services 4

General Support 4

Transportation 5

Environment 6

General Dislike 6

Schools 6

Land Use/Zoning 6

Tax Implications 6

Core Development 7

More Information Needed 7

Traffic 7

Other 7

Infrastructure 8

Housing 8

Density 10

Growth 22

Total Comments 122

Economic Development - 2%

Emergency Services - 3%

General Support - 3%

Transportation - 4%

Environment - 5%

General Dislike - 5%

Schools - 5%

Land Use/Zoning - 5%

Tax Implications - 5%

Core Development - 6%

More Information Needed - 6%Traffic - 6%

Other - 6%

Infrastructure - 7%

Housing - 7%

Density - 8%

Growth - 18%

Question 8 - Dislikes 



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Small Towns/Villages Scenario - Likes

Answer Choices

What you like: 85.37% 105

What you like: 32.52% 40

What you dislike: 71.54% 88

What you dislike: 36.59% 45

Answered 123

Skipped 286

148 Individual Responses

Responses Category Sub-Category

Leaving undeveloped rural area alone Agriculture/Environment

Preserving wildlife! Agriculture/Environment 4 Agriculture/Environment

keeping Agricultural land as is Agriculture/Environment

Revitalizing village centers could help preserve ag Agriculture/Environment

Would love to see this - the small town feel is wonderful. Character

Gives people a sense of "place" where they live. Character

Low density, protects small town feel like Central Hill, Zuni, Walters Character

Each village has something to offer that reflects the county's culture -- fishing, farming, hunting, artisans, bed & breakfasts, etc. Character

I like the idea of maintaining a small town/village feel Character

Like the idea of keeping the small town feel in certain areas Character

Like idea of small villages spread throughout county, establish character. Character

Preservation of history and rural/rustic nature of small towns/villages Character 16 Character

It adds to the small home town feel. Character

European vibe Character

Small town/village lifestyle Character

Small town remaining small & safe Character

Small town feel brings a sense of community Character

Country living! Character

Small town feel Character

Better quality of life between people in small communities Character

258 at the courthouse seems like a good area for more commercial developement Develop Villages

small town village development Develop Villages

Re-develop the old Airway Shopping Center to support the area grocery store, drug store, etc. Develop Villages

Expanding existing village centers Develop Villages

Revaluating Village Centers and other areas with existing utilities that have the potential to grow and develop with more intense residential 

and to provide additional commercial uses that may supply the basic needs for nearby rural residents.
Develop Villages

the idea of making the village town a key positive image that would encourage quality growth Develop Villages

Expansion of Rushmere's Village Service Center to include the Rife's family farmland and the expansion of Ferguson's Wharf for planning re-

opening the Ferguson's Wharf area for public recreational access and Historical Conservation and Preservation.

Develop Villages

Builds towns to potential. Develop Villages 18 Develop Villages

focus on developmen in villages and immediate surrounding areas Develop Villages

It tries to revitalize niche communities. Develop Villages

Focus on making villages more vibrant.  Identifying potential villages seems to follow intentional planning. Develop Villages

Revitalizing village centers could help the diversity in the community without losing character Develop Villages

Improvements for Battery Park and Rescue, especially Develop Villages

I like the idea of utilizing the Village Service Centers and making them more vibrant according to what the residents feel is what's best for their 

respective communities.  
Develop Villages

May help to revitalize older portions of the County. Develop Villages

Could revitalize existing structures in Walters, Carrsville, and Zuni Develop Villages

Restores small towns Develop Villages

I love the idea of Village Centers and increased uses Develop Villages

Responses



Nothing Dislike

Nothing Dislike

Nothing. I want to limit growth and development of any kind and keep the rural aspect of the county. Dislike

no likes Dislike

(Nothing) Dislike

Not much - next to "No Growth" scenario, about the worst case maybe even worse than No Growth Dislike 12 Dislike

Absolutely nothing. Stay out of the "historic" villages Dislike

The small village residents don't want growth, just to be left alone in the country. Dislike

Nothing Dislike

Again, not a lot but may be due to lack of info in Scenerio Highlights. Dislike

Nothing Dislike

hard to say Dislike

I like this plan General Support

Good plan. General Support

Okay General Support

Meets future needs General Support

If development must happen, this is best General Support

I like this very much. It would add value to the entire county. General Support

seems like this may work. General Support

Love this scenario - I wonder if spreading resources so thinly will actually be effective - is the scattershot approach going to create realistic, 

lasting change?
General Support

It should be maintained. General Support

Love the idea of enhancing what is already here General Support 21 General Support

#1 choice.  Measured growth that IoW can absorb ecenomically with solid, logical planning General Support

Village concept, but concerned about cost benefit General Support

focus on existing small towns General Support

Emphasizes small town/village patterns General Support

Love it!  Focuses on small towns General Support

Love small town General Support

Idea of smaller villages compared to the general sprawl the county has experiences recently General Support

Making small towns a priority General Support

stronger towns and villages General Support

Creation of small villages General Support

Better support for the villages General Support

Concerning the Comprehensive Plan - Once implemented I would love to see a change in bylaws that any changes to the plan, any attempts at 

"spot zoning" needs to be ratified by a unanimous vote of Supervisors and not the simple majority required now.  This will help prevent deal 

making and give less power to each member.

Government

It will also allow the County to formerly enter into a Public-Private partnership with Rushmere Community Development Corporation dba 

Mathomank Village Tribe to leverage land/oyster grounds/rental/tax-revenue needed while eliminating the need to bring in outside 

businesses and organizations that do not have the best interest for the blended inhabitants for Rushmere, in mind. 

Government 3 Government

Slows Spending Growth Government

vilalge centers improved services Infrastructure

services to villages Infrastructure

Providing water and sewer to Camptown District Infrastructure

Water/Sewer. Infrastructure 8 Infrastructure

Extending the reach of power and water potentially increases property values in the village centers Infrastructure

Provides infrastructure in rural areas Infrastructure

Moves utilities where they are needed Infrastructure

Making provisions to provide water to village centers. Infrastructure

More businesses Jobs

Revised to spread more jobs other than Carrollton. Jobs

Attract more businesses to Rushmere area Jobs

Opportunity for grocery store on Ennisdale Dale Estate Jobs

Small scale retail Jobs 8 Jobs



Also, it will allow the Mathomank STEM Academy, medical facility,  and other small businesses to be built to properly service the residents.
Jobs

Focus on icreasing opportunities around village centes Jobs

Small town approach encourages more local business and residents that can walk to work. Jobs
Low crime! Other
Adding more recreational options for our children -- ballfields, skating rink Other

Spreading some of the love around is nice to see. Other

Supports efforts of communities Other

The focus is less all inclusive.  The towns will grow, trying to connect everyone will happen naturally instead of forcing it. Other

I like my well, I do not want city water. Other

not sure Other 16 Other

Add a "village" of "Carrollton" centered on the Carrollton Country Store, Carrollton Ruritan Club, 1836 "Carroll's Shop" historic home of the 

old Carrollton post office.  (Intersection of Norsworthy with Reynolds Drive)
Other

Build in Windsor Other

Slows Poulation Growth Other

No extreme expansion of housing. Other

Those that live on the outskirts of towns are not forced to live in that town.  Larger suburban estate environments are naturally encouraged 

around towns and will support a larger tax base. 
Other

LESS RESIDENTIAL UNITS, COMMERCIAL SPACE Other

Does not create Hampton and Newports News cities in IoW Other

Uses what is there rather than clearing more Other

Right for villages. Other

Revaluation of appropriate land uses in these areas. Planning

need new village center plans, could be a great opportunity to diversify the rural economy with cottage industries Planning 3 Planning

Revises land uses in DSDs Planning

Less students; more schools Schools

Additional schools, as county public schools in the north end area are very crowded Schools 4 Schools

Less kids and more schools Schools

More schools Schools

keeps windsor small town Specific Location

No expansion in this area of Bradleys Lane Specific Location

less residential in Newport DSD Specific Location 5 Specific Location

Develop north and keep middle and south as is Specific Location

Carrsville Residential (area growth) to stay the same Specific Location

Balances growth throughout the county, not just in Carrollton Spreads Growth

SPREAD DEVELOPMENT THROUGH OUT THE COUNTY Spreads Growth

Yes, develop smaller areas to spread out development. Spreads Growth

Breaks up large areas of future development Spreads Growth

With limits of the numerous waterways environment, spreads out future development Spreads Growth

Tries to redistribute growth? Spreads Growth

Keeps rural feel and spreads out development so roads are not overwhelmed. Spreads Growth 14 Spreads Growth

Allows growth outside DSDs Spreads Growth

Spreading development around county versus having it all in the Newport District Spreads Growth

spreading development Spreads Growth

Distributes growth Spreads Growth

Having several small towns is much better than a couple overpopulated areas Spreads Growth

allows/encourages growth outside of existing DSDs Spreads Growth

Development is more equally shared Spreads Growth

Revitalizing village centers could help grow agri-tourism Tourism

Promotes tourism Tourism

Improve tourism Tourism 6 Tourism

Better for tourism. Opportunity for cycling and visitors in general. Tourism

Parks and tourism (Rushmere) Tourism

I like the idea of rebuilding these neglected areas -- create a charm will draw visitors. Tourism

Transportation Transportation



Roads. Transportation

More paved roads in Rushmere village Transportation 6 Transportation

This is better than dense developments, but it's still going to bring a lot of traffic headaches. Transportation

Less traffic! Transportation

Limit to red lites Transportation

I love this scenario the best!  Unfortunately, it would be very difficult Unrealistic

The goal is positive, the reality is unlikley Unrealistic 4 Unrealistic

Like the idea, but question if it is marketable Unrealistic

A historical consideration but lacks connection to modern day lifestyles of current county residents, I think. Unrealistic

Comment Category Number of Comments

Planning 3

Government 3

Agriculture/Environment 4

Schools 4

Unrealistic 4

Specific Location 5

Tourism 6

Transportation 6

Infrastructure 8

Jobs 8

Dislike 12

Spreads Growth 14

Other 16

Character 16

Develop Villages 18

General Support 21

Total Comments 148

Planning - 2%
Government - 2%

Agriculture/Environment - 3%

Schools - 3%

Unrealistic - 3%

Specific Location - 3%

Tourism - 4%

Transportation - 4%

Infrastructure -
5%

Jobs - 5%

Dislike - 8%

Spreads Growth - 9%
Other - 11%

Character - 11%

Develop Villages - 12%

General Support - 14%

Question 9 - Likes



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
Small Towns/Villages Scenario - Dislikes

Answer Choices

What you like: 85.37% 105

What you like: 32.52% 40

What you dislike: 71.54% 88

What you dislike: 36.59% 45

Answered 123

Skipped 286

141 Individual Responses

Responses Category Sub-Category

I stand by my previous statement regarding the county Tourism department and the push for alcohol themed events. What sort of 

manpower will they be devoting to these potential tourism opportunities? 
County Services

How much time and effort has been wasted on zoning and enforcement, I want the county to leave me alone and let me be. 
County Services 4 County Services

emgergency services negative impact County Services

Impact on call on EMT County Services

Everything. Dislikes

All of it! Dislikes 3 Dislikes

Get rid of the plan. No development around villages. Dislikes

loss of job potential Economic Development Jobs

Does not result in job growth or other lifestyle benefits Economic Development Jobs

More students without more jobs Economic Development Jobs

No more job opportunities Economic Development Jobs 4 Jobs

Less commercial and industry space Economic Development Retail 10 Economic Development 4 Retail

Lack of business development such as shopping Economic Development Retail 2 Other

Encourage local small business, less franchise. Economic Development Retail

Stop building Dollar general! Economic Development Retail

Try to keep existing commercial land together and prevent commercial use on existing farm lands Economic Development Other

Focuses on county's strengths, brings economy where needed Economic Development Other

How many homes of the wildlife have already been distroyed by all the development we have now. Environment

Harmful to environment and wildlife. Environment

Environment will be threatened. Environment

Still would like to see more environmental preservation Environment

the destruction of the land/trees/marshes for all the development.  Environment 10 Environment

Too much destruction of our beautiful IOW!  Environment

Needs more common green space in Newport DSD Environment

This alternative damages the environment. Environment

Keep a balance of green/open space and job centers and residential areas. Environment

No change in agriculture Environment

No dislikes General Support 2 General Support

Nothing General Support

the small county feel is no growth Growth

no opportunity for growth Growth

This scenario encourages no growth and some growth is needed to support the county tax base Growth

Be sure to encourage the growth to the southern communities that need that growth.  Growth

This would cripple growth in a way...The county is already so spread out, and the more urban areas already exist. Growth 10 Growth

Too stagnant development.  Tax base won't grow. Growth

growth restrictions based on fear instead of facts Growth

We need growth Growth

Focus on villages to detriment of the DSDs Growth

Wrong for DSDs Growth

Too much Suburban Residential Housing

Too much Suburban Residential Housing

With expansion I would not want to see apartments built Housing

May miss where housing needs will be greatest Housing 8 Housing

Responses



Need more residential affordable housing Housing

Needs more Suburban Estate in Newport DSD Housing

SUBURBAN RESIDENTIAL IN NEWPORT DISTRICT...DOES EXACTLY OPPOSITE OF WHAT PEOPLE WANT. Housing

Removing residential from any existing areas to creat the village setting as described Housing

Put a self-sustaining Test Case village in Comp Plan with solar, wind, water, sewer "localized package" design so as to not have to run gas 

& other utilities long distance.
Infrastructure

not sure. perhaps forcing people to abandon their wells and pay the county for crappy norfolk water. Infrastructure

These are all "historical" villages.  Do NOT go in and develop them.  Leave your sewer/water services out! Infrastructure

*We need new waterlines on Harvest Drive!! Infrastructure

No plan to increase infrastructure in Newport and Windsor DSDs Infrastructure

Costly infrastructure improvements Infrastructure

As a resident of one of your ‘village centers’, I can tell you my neighbors and I are not interested in city water and sewer. Infrastructure 14 Infrastructure

the amount of spread of development needs to be very targeted and well planned for water and sewer resources Infrastructure

Spread development means spread resouces and increased infrastructure needs. Infrastructure

without population "hubs" (commercial/residential) enhancing county services (public safety, water/sewer, parks) and infrastructure  

becomes more difficult
Infrastructure

I don't think you need public water/sewer into the village centers for them to be successful Infrastructure

You wouldn't have the support, or utilities like sewer and water to support this scenario Infrastructure

Water and sewer service not needed Infrastructure

Would not tap into a water line. Have own private well. Infrastructure

Do not want businesses and traffic and condos in my small town.  I live here for the "quaintness."  This is awful.  Loss of Character

The small rural towns that give the county its unique feel should not have apartment complexes or subdivisions or any zoning changes 

that significantly alter the rural feel
Loss of Character

Leave the villages alone!  I don't think the people who live in villages want them to be more vibrant! Loss of Character

potential for incompatible uses (industry) close to village centes Loss of Character

Loss of use of farming character Loss of Character 8 Loss of Character

These villages throughout the county are "historical."  Your plan will eventually eliminate that historical culture. Loss of Character

This scenario can possible lead to current condition in the future (old nelegected/deminishing areas). Loss of Character

The fact that this could turn into Walmart country one day Loss of Character

Doesn't Stop Population Growth No/Limited Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

Rather no development No/Limited Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

A "shot gun" approach which does little to manage growth. No/Limited Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

Keep development away from northern end of county along 17; already too crowded. No/Limited Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

Promotes growth. No/Limited Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

More development No/Limited Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

EXPANSION IN THE AREA OF BREWERS NECK No/Limited Growth Doesn't Stop Growth

growth does not necessarily mean progress No/Limited Growth Doesn't Stop Growth 9 Doesn't Stop Growth

more development No/Limited Growth Doesn't Stop Growth 21 No/Limited Growth 5 leave Villages As Is

Do not want the county coming into my village and telling me what I need.  I live here because of the population. No/Limited Growth Leave Villages As Is 7 Sprawl

I am leery of expanding water and sewer service that might open new areas to development. No/Limited Growth Leave Villages As Is

Keep the existing village (Rushmere) as is No/Limited Growth Leave Villages As Is

Dont’t try to make a small town out of an area that does not currently have such a setting. Build on what’s there. i.e.: Smithfield
No/Limited Growth Leave Villages As Is

Potential development around village No/Limited Growth Leave Villages As Is

The fact that this could turn into over development No/Limited Growth Sprawl

Promotes additional growth in area where it is not necessary and open doors for future suburban areas. No/Limited Growth Sprawl

Non-stop development with no breaks. No/Limited Growth Sprawl

Creates sprawl.  No/Limited Growth Sprawl

Spread of sprawl No/Limited Growth Sprawl

Chance for eventual urban sprawl No/Limited Growth Sprawl

This alternative promotes sprawl. No/Limited Growth Sprawl

Water on property nowhere to go but in my yard Other

too provincial and too "good-old boy" thinking.  Basically abrogates IOW government's responsibility to be prudent, realistic & balanced 

in recognizing, accommodating and balancing public interests and resolving conflicts and competition among those interests.

Other

removes land use Other

Prefer to change Other

Planning and zoning staff nightmare scenario #2 Other 9 Other



VILLAGE CENTERS Other

Village Centers were evaluated in previous years and the boundaries were established by a citizen committee of each area.
Other

Village center ? Other

Cox and Verizon Fios will never come into the county (to replace Charter) - we're too dispersed  Other

The expansion of the Rushmere Village Service Center does not include the intersection of Burwell's Bay and the Huber Farm.  The 

Huber descendant is interested in selling his land while still maintaining the homestead parcel.  With Barlow's, Cowboys pub (or its 

existing name), the small resturant and car repair shop in the same area, they should be protected from additional competition, 

however, the County could agree to work with Rushmere Community Development Corporation dba Mathomank Village Tribe by 

applying for historical facility grants through VHCD that will bring economic security and will have a sense of total inclusiveness for the 

area.  

Rushmere 3 Rushmere

The final thing that I dislike, is Tyler's Beach needs to also be included as a Village Service Center for the proposed recreation, former 

and future business uses that will be restored in the future, please add to the map (aquaculture, agriculture, agri-tourism, boat-building, 

education, lodging, recreational, repair, restaurant, research and development, trails, cultural and historical preservation).  

Rushmere

The expansion of Rushmere Village Service Center for the Rife's farmland should be restrictive to only allow the much needed daycare 

facility for people to have a safer egress and ingress off of Ft. Hugher or Bradby's Lane.  
Rushmere

more schools/busses Schools

Again no mention of even modernizing our tired schools Schools

We are centered around our schools - we can't have too many "centers" plus resources to too many areas Schools

Impact on number of schools Schools 7 Schools

How is their a decrease in students and an increase in schools? Schools

I dislike that again there is no mention of building new schools Schools

More schools Schools

Will require taxes to improve infrastructure Tax Implications

Perhaps too costly or difficult to implement. Tax Implications

Increased taxes to develop all those areas Tax Implications

Too costly to be effectively implemented. Tax Implications

Small towns have big problems managing needs such as schools, utilities, roads, etc. Tax Implications

Taxes may go up to fund infrastructure needed Tax Implications

Do not like the costs associated with this idea.  Are there other ways to implement an enhancement of the villages without breaking up 

the development service districts?
Tax Implications 15 Tax Implications

Not enough of a tax base Tax Implications

cost Tax Implications

Doesnt Slow Spending Growth Tax Implications

Does not address high, and rapidly increasing, price of water Tax Implications

Impact on providing services increases Tax Implications

This alternative is cost prohibitive to implement.  Tax Implications

High cost Tax Implications

taxes Tax Implications

Need 4-lane road to accommodate Transportation

Hard to visualize the current road capacity to link village centers to larger arteries like 10, 17, 460 Transportation

Road improvement 621 (narrow + no center line) Transportation 6 Transportation

Does not address congestion on RT 17 near JRB Transportation

Still a lack of a major East-West cooridor Transportation

transportation/Improve Route 258 Transportation

To me this plan, while appealing on the surface, is equivalent to "no growth" and is not realistic Unrealistic

appears ill-thought out Unrealistic

unrealistic head-in-the-sand proposal.  Reflects no real interest in the realities of 21st Century population growth and demographic 

trends statewide or nationally.
Unrealistic

What business would want to develop out in the middle of nowhere? Unrealistic

Won't attract commerce with such limited customer potential. Unrealistic

Realistic? Original little rural concentrations were around a general store and perhaps a PO.  These drivers are gone with internet 

shopping and loss of farm work.  So what is the driver that makes this scenario come to life?
Unrealistic 11 Unrealistic

Depends on how you define "village". Most of hte villages in IOW are Historic. Zuni, Battery park, Rescue, etc. Do you really think those 

individuals in those "villages" want the county to come in and "expand their village centers and look for potential growth". Not realistic. 

Most of those villages have had the same families in them for decade after decade. I really don't think any one in one of our many 

villages in IOW are going to accept this concept.  

Unrealistic



Our villages are too small to make much of them Unrealistic

I don't think it will actually reduce pressure in the DSDs, especially Newport. Those people moving in there aren't looking for village 

center type places to live.
Unrealistic

What will encourage development in existing village areas? Unrealistic

Doesn't make sense to try to grow areas that will require major investments in infrastructure to support growth, including utilities and 

transportation.
Unrealistic

Comment Category Number of Comments

General Support 2

Dislikes 3

Rushmere 3

County Services 4

Transportation 6

Schools 7

Housing 8

Loss of Character 8

Other 9

Economic Development 10

Environment 10

Growth 10

Unrealistic 11

Infrastructure 14

Tax Implications 15

No/Limited Growth 21

Total Comments 141

General Support - 1%

Dislikes - 2%
Rushmere - 2%

County Services - 3%

Transportation - 4%

Schools - 5%

Housing - 6%

Loss of Character - 6%

Other - 6%

Economic Development - 7%

Environment - 7%Growth - 7%

Unrealistic - 8%

Infrastructure - 10%

Tax Implications - 11%

No/Limited Growth -
15%

Question 9 - Dislikes



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
What is your gender?

Answer Choices

Male 46.58% 34

Female 53.42% 39

Answered 123

Skipped 286

*50 manual entries without demographic data removed

Responses

Male Female

42.00%

44.00%

46.00%

48.00%

50.00%

52.00%

54.00%

What is your gender?

Male

Female



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
What is your age?

Answer Choices

1-18 0.00% 0

19-35 12.33% 9

36-54 45.21% 33

55-73 42.47% 31

73 and older 0.00% 0

Answered 123

Skipped 286

*50 manual entries without demographic data removed

Responses

1-18 19-35 36-54 55-73 73 and older

0.00%

5.00%

10.00%

15.00%

20.00%

25.00%

30.00%

35.00%

40.00%

45.00%

50.00%

What is your age?

1-18

19-35

36-54

55-73

73 and older



Envisioning the Isle Survey 2
How long have you lived in the County or owned/operated your business in the County?

Answer Choices

Less than 5 years 15.07% 11

5-10 years 13.70% 10

10-20 years 34.25% 25

More than 20 years 36.99% 27

Answered 123

Skipped 286

*50 manual entries without demographic data removed

Responses

Less than 5
years

5-10 years 10-20 years More than 20
years

0.00%

5.00%

10.00%

15.00%

20.00%

25.00%

30.00%

35.00%

40.00%

How long have you lived in the County or 
owned/operated your business in the 

County?

Less than 5 years

5-10 years

10-20 years

More than 20 years
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